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Monday, April 20-Thursday, July 2.
Registration period for graduate students. No graduate student will
be admitted or readmitted on June 22, 23, or 24.
Wednesday, April 15-Friday, June 5.
Advanced registration period for all undergraduate students. New
students should refer to the Advisement and Registration procedure
on Page 1 for further procedural information. All continuing under-
graduate students are expected to be registered by June 5.
Wednesday, June 10.
Undergraduate students will have their advanced registration can-
celled if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this
date, unless they have had approval for deferment of fees and pre-
sented the deferral fee cards to the Bursar.
Beginning-of-the-Quarter Activities for Undergraduates
The dates listed below from Saturday, June 20 through Wednesday,
June 24 are for undergraduates. Graduate students may register
through the Graduate School during the dates given above.
Saturday, June 20.
Residence Halls open.
Advisement and registration for all non-registered new and re-entry
students. All new students are expected to be advised and registered
by this date.
Sunday, June 21.
New student orientation starts.
Monday, June 22.
New student orientation continues.
Advisement and registration for any non-registered continuing or
re-entry student at the Arena. New students (both freshmen and
transfer) will not be processed on this date.
This is the last date for regular registration. Late fee will be assessed
on fees paid by undergraduate after this date.
Night classes (5:45 p.m. or later) start.
Tuesday, June 23.
Day classes start.
Advisement and registration open for program changes only.
Wednesday, June 24.
Last day for advisement and registration for the summer quarter,
except for those students registering only for courses whose start-
ing date is after this date. Registration in such cases may take place
on the first day of class without the late registration fee being
charged.
Last day to add a class.
Both registrations and program changes will be processed.
Late registration fee will be charged on fees paid by undergraduate.
Registration ends at 4 p.m.
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Thursday, July 2.
Deadline for payment of fees by students whose fees were deferred.
Graduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid
at the Bursar by 4:00 p.m.
Last day to withdraw from school to be eligible for a refund of
fees.
Last day to drop a course to be eligible for a refund if that drop
changes fee categories.
Friday, July 17.
Last day for undergraduates to withdraw from a course without
receiving a letter grade.
Graduate students officially dropping a course after this date need
not be given an evaluative letter grade.
Last day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all stu-
dents.
Wednesday, August 19.






* American College Test (Residual)
* Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business






* Graduate Record Examination
* American College Test (National)
* National Teacher Examinations




Deadline to file application at Registrar's Office for
graduation at September 5, 1970 Commencement
(graduate and undergraduate)
Last day graduate students may submit their thesis,
dissertation, or research report to the Graduate
School to be eligible for September graduation.
* Pre-registration is required. Applicants should contact the Counseling and Testing Cen-
ter for details at least four weeks before the tests.
t Pre-registration is required. Applicants should contact the Graduate School at least
four weeks before the test.
University Calendar
SUMMER, 1970 Quarter Begins Monday, June 22 *







FALL, 1970 New Students Sunday-Tuesday,
September 20-22
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 22 *
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.m -
Monday, 8 a.m., November 24-30
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday,
December 12-18
WINTER, 1971 Quarter Begins
Final Examinations
Monday, January 4 *
Saturday-Friday,
March 13-19
SPRING, 1971 Quarter Begins
Memorial Day Holiday
Final Examinations




Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, June 11
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, June 12
* Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale Campus and
with the evening classes after 4:30 p.m. on the Edwardsville Campus.
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General Information
This bulletin contains the schedule of classes for the summer quar-
ter, 1970, for the Carbondale Campus. It also provides information
relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied information
for the Carbondale Campus.
Admission
Inquiries concerning undergraduate admission to the Carbondale
Campus should be directed to the Admissions Office; those on the
graduate level to the Graduate School. Undergraduate admission
applications should be completed at least thirty days in advance of
the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
The Carbondale Campus uses an academic advisement system
whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic ad-
viser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
faculty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the
first time will receive selective dates from the admission process
from which they are to select the preferred date on which they will
come to the campus to be advised and to advance register. This in-
cludes both freshmen and transfer students. They are not to write
for appointments nor are they to come to Carbondale expecting to
register unless it is the date indicated for them to do so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers,
and will complete the registration process at the Graduate School,
where all registration forms will be completed and retained. Grad-
uate students will not be required to go through the Registration
Center. The registration process is handled at a later time, and the
student receives a fee statement by mail. Cancellation of graduate
student registrations for non-payment of fees occurs on the date
indicated in the Registration Calendar. Graduate students may
register during the period indicated in the Registration Calendar. No
late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate students who
need to make program changes must follow the same procedure as
undergraduate students in that these must be personally processed
by the graduate students through the Registration Center.
After advisement the student may register for classes. See the
Registration Calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily, registration offices
are open from 8:15 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturday.
During the registration process the student goes through the
Registration Center where the student assigns himself to specific
sections of the courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor
will attendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a
basis for asking that a program change be approved permitting reg-
istration in that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to
advance register only after they have been admitted to the Univer-
sity as evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be
expected to advance register on the same date that they come to the
campus for advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective
ones in which the students are asked to come to the campus on
specific dates as determined by the University. Students should not
expect to be advised and registered on the same date they are ad-
mitted nor are they to come to the campus for advisement and regis-
tration without an appointment. Appointments for advisement and
registration will be mailed from and are to be returned to the Reg-
istrar's Office.
New graduate students may register during the registration
periods indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should
be cleared with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the ap-
propriate adviser will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time
but not during the session immediately prior to the time they plan
re-entry are expected to advance register during the periods out-
lined in the Registration Calendar. After completing readmission
procedures (Admissions Office for undergraduate students and Grad-
uate School for graduate students) advisement appointments should
be made at the advisement offices of the academic units into which
the students are entering and clearance of the registrations should
be completed on that same day at the Registration Center.
Current Students, Carbondale Campus
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with
the student's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of
advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University
will schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should
be processed through the Registration Center as soon after advise-
ment as possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appoint-
ments with the departmental adviser for program advisement. Un-
classified graduate students preparing for a degree program should i
contact the departmental adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified
graduate students in other categories may report directly to the;
Graduate School for registration procedure. Unclassified students
who are planning to take qualifying courses must report those
courses to the Graduate Admissions office before registering each!
quarter.
Current Students, Edwardsville Campus
Undergraduate students attending the Edwardsville Campus who
plan to attend the Carbondale Campus must initiate their registra-
tion process by presenting to the Admissions Office at Carbondale
either an official transcript of their University record or a letter of
good standing from the registrar at the Edwardsville Campus. The
reason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the neces-
sary coding changes to be made so that pertinent information about
their academic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change
of campus. Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of
registration. During the advance registration period students are
asked to delay paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until
the day following registration. This is to permit necessary fee in-
formation to reach the Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students
will find it easier simply to mail the fee statement along with a
check or money order for the proper monetary amount to the
Bursar's Office so as to arrive there by the deadline dates which
are stated in the Registration Calendar located earlier in this
bulletin. If students pay fees in person at the Bursar's Office they
receive a Certificate of Registration at that time. When fees are
T
paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to the address given by
the student on the back of his fee statement. Students will receive
their printed schedule of classes within one week after the can-
cellation date. It is important that these forms be carried by the
students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter
must pay fees at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive their fee statements by mail and
must clear their fees at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on July 2.
Fees for A Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the
change go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine.
Undergraduate students pay the following regular fees :
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident . .
.
Tuition Fee—Out of State Resident
Student Welfare and Recreation






Total—Out of State Resident ..... (88.50)


























credit course will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of
that course. "Imputed hours" is generally the number of hours the
class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay
the book rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders,
faculty, and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours
carried. Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid.
In certain instances graduate assistants, research assistants, grad-
uate fellows, or students on fee code 27 may seek permission from
the health service to pay the full activity fee even though they are
only part time students. Written consent from the Health Service
must be presented at the time of registration so that the student
may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged any undergraduate student
registering after the first day of the quarter. Graduate students will
not be charged a late fee if they register within the period indicated
in the Registration Calendar.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an "audit" status. They receive
no letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registra-
tion must be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though
they were registering for credit. They are expected to attend regu-
larly and are to determine from the instructor the amount of work
expected of them. If auditing students do not attend regularly, the
instructor may determine that the students should not have the
audited courses placed on their record cards maintained in the Reg-
istrar's Office. Students registering for a course for credit may
change to an audit status or vice versa only for fully justified rea-
sons and only during the first four weeks of a quarter. Such a change
will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on
their schedule of classes. Any change tnerefrom can be made only
after fees are paid and must be made through an official program
change, which includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program
Change form completion. Graduate students must also secure ap-
proval from the Graduate School. If the change involves only
that of changing sections within the same course, this may be
done at the Registration Center without the necessity of securing
adviser approval.
2. Registration.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration
Center after approval by the adviser.
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Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to
the schedule or the changing of sections must be done by the "last
day to add a class" as indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A stu-
dent may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date
for dropping a course by an undergraduate student without receiving
a letter grade is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Grad-
uate students may not necessarily receive a grade for dropping after
the fourth week. (Refer to Registration Calendar.)
Changing Fee Status
Students making program changes which result in their moving from
one fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees
when appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load re-
sulting in a lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the
appropriate tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in pro-
gram is made officially by a program change during the same period
at the start of a quarter in which students withdrawing from the
University are eligible for a refund. This is usually during the first
ten days. For dates refer to the Registration Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the
quarter is in progress must report to the Registrar's Office to initiate
official withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted during
the last two weeks of a quarter, except under exceptional conditions.
A refunding of fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is officially
completed by Thursday, July 2.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and
then finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw
from school. He may do this either by reporting to the Registrar's
Office in person or by writing to the Dean of Students Office. This
must be done by the end of the first two weeks, if he expects to get
a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees
may be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible
to register due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist
due to financial or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar
by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic
Data Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error,
may be corrected at that time. Other items which may require some
type of verifying evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices
listed below.
1. Local Address Change. Housing Office, Graduate School, Regis-
trar's Office, Registration Center, or VTI Office.
2. Names Changes, Marital Status Changes, Date of Birth Changes.
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required.
3. Selective Service Data Changes or Information. Enrollment,
Fiscal Reports, Registrar's Office.
4. Legal Residence Changes (whether an Illinois or out-of-state
resident) . Must be requested by completion of the Application
to be Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Of-
fice. Before the change is made the student must have met the





Family Guidance through Community Services (Child and
Family 408-2; July 6-17, Monday through Friday, 11:30-1:20. An
orientation to various state and private agencies, religious and serv-
ice organizations, and the services they offer to aid families who
need help in the areas of physical and mental health, finances, crises
(unwed mothers, child abuse, marital counseling, and foster place-
ment) . Students will also examine legislation as developed to sup-
port these programs. Techniques on how to refer families needing
help will be developed. A field trip to children's day care residential
facilities for the mentally ill and the retarded is planned. Instruc-
tor: Mrs. Melva Ponton.
Black American Child (Child and Family 408-2) June 22-
July 3, Monday through Friday, 11:30-1:20. The major objective
of this workshop is embodied in its title, with emphasis in under-
standing the influences of the black child's social and cultural en-
vironment. The workshop seeks to develop insight into the black
child as a person, as a member of the family, school, and commu-
nity. Other specific topics dealing with the black child will include
the following: characteristics of the disadvantaged child, special
problems and needs, influences of poverty on child relationships,
economic influences upon children's learning and motivation, and
other areas of group interest. Lectures, films, guest speakers, and
readings will constitute the major segments of the program. In-
structor: Mr. Michael Zunich.
Economics
Workshop in Economic Education. (Economics 490-4 or
Elementary or Secondary Education 490) . Designed to assist ele-
mentary and secondary school teachers in promoting economic un-
derstanding in the minds of their students through the translation
of economic principles and problems into classroom teaching ma-
terials.
Educational Administration and Foundations
Aerospace Education Workshop ( See Secondary Education
)
June 22-July 10.
Curriculum (Educational Administration and Foundations
560-4) July 13-31, Monday through Friday, 1:30-4:20. Special
consideration will be given to the major factors which affect the
scope, content, and quality of curricula in our schools. Curriculum
improvement as a process will be studied in the context of the im-
pact of federal funding, and the influence of research and selected
innovations on school organization and instructional procedures.
Several curriculum specialists will be available as resource person-
nel during the workshop.
Family Economics and Management
Consumer Education Workshop: Economic Concepts. (Fam-
ily Economics and Management 407-2, section 1) July 6-17, Mon-
day through Friday, 9:30-11:20. Economic concepts which influence
the use of family resources to obtain the desired level of living will
be explored as will types of income which families desire to receive.
Special emphasis will be given to those economic concepts which
affect consumer choices in the marketplace. Concepts to be included
are satisfaction, utility, wealth, resources, family capital, saving,
scarcity, and waste. This workshop should help develop further in-
sight into maximum satisfaction from use of resources for those
working in consumer education programs, particularly those using a
team approach to consumer education. Instructor: Mrs. Karen Craig.
Consumer Education Workshop: The Low Income Con-
sumer (Family Economics and Management 407-2, section 2) July
6-17, Monday through Friday, 1:30-3:20. Application of economic
and educational concepts to problems of consumers with limited I
resources. The workshop seeks to develop insight into the choices •
consumers with limited incomes must make and to suggest ways :
of increasing competency in choice making. Instructor: Miss Betty
Jane Johnston.
Food and Nutrition
School Lunch Program (Food and Nutrition 247-2) June
15-19, Monday through Friday, 9:00-4:00. Lecture, discussion, and
demonstration of quantity food production, menu planning, prin-
ciples of nutrition, institutional equipment, record keeping, sanita-
tion, principles of merchandising, and principles of administration
as they apply to the school lunch personnel. Instructor: Miss Hen-
rietta Becker.
Health Education
Workshop in Driver Education and Traffic Safety (Healthj
Education 415s—4) July 13-August 7. For pre-service and in-serv-
ice teachers of driver and traffic safety education. Individual and:
group problems will be treated. Lectures on selected subjects andj
individually supervised research in special problem areas. Emphasis!
to be placed upon new curriculum materials.
i
Workshop in Health Education (Health Education 461-4
j
462-4, 463-4) June 22-July 17, Monday through Friday, 1:20-4:40!
|
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Directed toward translation of health concepts into teaching ma-
terials and approaches. Focal concept: "There are Reciprocal Re-
lationships Involving Man, Disease, and Environment." This to be
developed through specific consideration of ecology, various forms
of present pollution, respiratory disease, alcoholism, mental illness,
and overpopulation as a disease concept.
Home Economics Education
Wage Earning Programs (Home Economics Education
507-4, section 1) June 22-July 17, Monday through Friday, 7:30-
9:20. Teacher preparation for planning, offering, and evaluating
marketable skills for secondary school and adult levels in home
economics related jobs. Instructor: Miss Anna Carol Fults.
Home Economics Related Occupations (Home Economics
Education 507-4, section 2) June 22-July 3 or July 6-17, Monday
through Friday, 9:30-11:20. Occupational programs in operation as
preparation for wage earning at the secondary and adult levels with
emphasis on low-income disadvantaged in rural areas and inner
cities.
Concepts and Generalizations (Home Economics Education
507^4, section 3) July 20-August 14, Monday through Friday, 7:30-
r 9:20. Development of a better understanding of the concept-gen-
eralization approach in home economics teaching. Practice of tech-
niques and preparation of curriculum materials for use in varied
situations. Instructor: Miss Dorothy Keenan.
Program Planning for Vocational Home Economics. (Home
Economics Education 507-4, section 4) July 20-31, Monday through
Friday, 9:30-11:20. Projecting program plans and developing cur-
|
riculum materials to meet the requirements of Home Economics
' programs according to the 1969 state plan for the administration of
vocational and technical education in Illinois. Attention will be
given to the evaluation of consumer and homemaking programs. In-
!
structor: Miss Anna Carol Fults.
Music
Opera Workshop (Music 346-12 or 568-12) June 22-July
31 at Harmony Hills Ranch, Hot Springs, Arkansas. Marjorie Lawr-
ence, Director.
Summer Music Theater (Music 347-12 or 568-12) June
15-August 31. William Taylor, Director.
Electronic Music in Secondary Schools (Music 499-3 In-
|
dependent Study) June 22-July 3 or July 20-August 1. Will Gay
Bottje, Director.
Choral Clinic (Music 453-3 Choral Materials and Tech-
niques) June 28-July 2, Donald Craig, Clinician.
Band Instrument Repair (Music 420-3 Music Education
Practicum) July 6-17, Woodrow Maloney, Clinician.
Contemporary Music in the School (Music 483-2 Readings
in Music Education) July 6-17, Will Gay Bottje, Director.
Music and Youth at Southern (High School Music Camp)
July 5-18, Mel Siener, Director.
Physical Education
Workshop in Gymnastics for Women (Physical Education
415-4). An intensive course for undergraduates and graduates in
techniques and theory of teaching, coaching, judging official per-
formances, conducting gymnastic meets, clinics and demonstrations.
Attention is given to advanced study of teaching and spotting and
the analysis of performance. Teacher: Mr. Herb Vogel.
Psychology
Theory and Practice in the Preschool (Psychology 459-4).
For those who are preparing for or who are engaged in preschool
education. Examines a variety of topics and provides lectures, dem-
onstrations, and practicum experience in the Child Study Coopera-
tive Nursery. It will be offered on an eight-week basis. Prerequisite:
consent of instructor.
Advanced Psychopathology (Psychology 531-4). Eight
weeks. This is the Anna Summer Program course for clinical grad-
uate students.
Advanced Seminar (Psychology 595-4). Eight weeks.
Secondary Education
Aerospace Education Workshop (Secondary Education
402-4) June 22-July 10, Monday through Friday, 1:30-4:20. Be-
sides a consideration of the technological impact the aerospace age
has made upon our social order, special emphasis will be placed on
how to incorporate aerospace knowledge and resources into exist-
ing curricula at the elementary, secondary, and junior-college levels.
In-service education techniques will include analytical study of re-
sources, one educational field trip via airlift, the critique of selected
lectures, and participation in curriculum development projects.
Special Education
Learning Disorders (Special Education 518A-4, section 1)
June 22-August 8. Presents a review of the works of Myklebust
and Johnson, Kirk, Strauss and Lehtinen, Kephart, Cruickshank,
and Frostig. Opportunities for the directed practice of administra-
tion of standard tests of learning disabilities in local, school pro-
grams provided. Prerequisite: 411 or concurrent and consent of in-
structor. Instructor: Dr. Lee Joiner.
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Note: A limited number of fellowships are provided to Illinois
teachers who will be working with learning disabled children in the
fall of 1970 and who are enrolled full time in summer courses lead-
ing to approval to teach these children.
Psycho-Cultural Problems in the Education of Mexican-
American, Behavioral Disordered Children (Special Education
518A^4, section 2) June 22-August 9. The workshop is an integral
part of a summer institute which includes Sp.E. 580A, Seminar in
Education of Maladjusted Children and F.L. 140, Conversational
Spanish. Spanish speaking students will enroll in Sp.E. 496, Read-
ings and Independent Study in Special Education in lieu of the
language course.
The institute is co-sponsored by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped of the U.S. Office of Education and is designed spe-
cifically for teachers who work with a high percentage of Mexican-
American, maladjusted children. The workshop will feature a num-
ber of consultants whose expertise is in this area. Both the Mexican-
American and the Mexican cultural systems will be studied. There-
fore, a large part of the institute period will be spent in Jalapa,
Mexico, where classes will be held at the University of Veracruz
in cooperation with Mexican faculty. Prerequisite: consent of in-
structor. Instructor: Dr. James Crowner.
Note: A limited number of fellowships will be provided to quali-
fied teachers from throughout the United States.
Arithmetic for the Mentally Retarded (Special Education
518B-4, section 1) June 22-August 8, Monday and Wednesday,
2:00^:30. Single concept lessons in the area of clock time will be
discussed. These materials have been developed for mentally re-
tarded classes. Participants will evaluate these lessons and revise
them. Particular emphasis will be placed on the learning character-
istics of the mentally retarded: short term retention, transfer, and
attention. An evaluation procedure will be developed to assist teach-
ers in determining the level of understanding these children are
at in this area. Prerequisite: At least one year of actual teaching
with retarded and consent of instructor, (limited to twenty stu-
dents) Instructors: Mr. Dan Rainey and Dr. Wyatt Stephens.
Educational Rhythmics for Mentally Retarded Children
(section 2) August 10-22. An intensive examination of the use of
rhythmics to improve the physical and mental performance of re-
tarded children, particularly those classified as "trainable." Ferris
and Jannet Robins, of Zurich, Switzerland, creators of "Educational
Rhythmics," will demonstrate their techniques and special consult-
ants will be asked to react—from their own frame of reference
(e.g.-testing, classroom methods, physical education, etc.). The
workshop will be held at the Warren G. Murray Center in Cen-
tralia, Illinois whose population of trainable retarded children will
serve as a study group for demonstration. The Instructional Ma-
terials Center for Handicapped Children and Youth of the Illinois
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Illinois
Department of Mental Health are working with the University in
11
co-sponsoring the workshop. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Instructor: Dr. Wyatt Stephens.
Vocational Business Education Workshop
August 20 and 21. Presented for in-service and pre-service
teachers of Office Occupations and Distributive Education. Demon-
strations and presentations by specialists in Vocational Education,
Vocational Guidance, and Business. Meeting instructional needs of





Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies
requirements are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes.
These courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within
the area by course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in
alphabetical order. Courses within each department are listed in
order by course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
r numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of
hours for which he is going to register in consultation with his ad-
viser.
The course numbering system is as follows
:
000-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite column lists requirements which must be satisfied
before a student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be
listed in various ways. Usually they are other courses in the same
department, indicated by a course number. A prerequisite in an-
other department is indicated by the department's code letters and
the number.
Section Number, Time, and Days
i The section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
indicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students
j
registering for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times
i and days from instructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from
the department chairman offering the course.
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Building and Room Number
The following list of building abbreviations will help in the location
of classrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the
code used in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated
in the schedule by a four digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the num-
ber of the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM : Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE: Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS 1: Life Science Building
L-APS: Physical Plant
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
PARK: Parkinson Building
code: building name
PHY SA: Physical Science
Building A
PHY SC: Physical Science Build-
ing C
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial
Education Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)




CODE LOCATION CODE LOCATION
0403 1009 S. Forest 0483 1002 S. Elizabeth ....
0412 907 S. Forest 0485 1006 S. Elizabeth
0415 807 S. Forest 0487 1010 S. Elizabeth
0429 1009 S. Elizabeth 0551 CESL
0431 1007 S. Elizabeth .... 0552 CESL
0432 1005 S. Elizabeth 0685 506 S. Graham
0436 908 S. Forest 0686 511 S. Graham
0437 904 S. Forest 0701 801 S. Washington . .
0438 900 S. Forest 0720 Corner of Washington
0442 903 S. Elizabeth
814 S. Forest 0721
and Park St
0448 East of 0720 on
0451 810 S. Forest Park St
0452 808 S. Forest 0725 207 E. Pearl
0453 806 S. Forest 0742 204 E. Park I
0461 811 S. Elizabeth .... 0744 208 E. Park |
0465 804 S. Elizabeth 0809 South of President's
0481 910 S. Elizabeth Office




0832 Journalism—Between Physical Science & Forestry buildings.




0834 Cinema & Photography—Between Physical Science & Forestry
buildings.
0842 Bot-Zool lab.—General Studies—West of Ag. building's North
wing.
0843 Bot-Zool lab.—General Studies—West of Ag. building's North
wing.
0857 Design Main Office—East of Comm. building on Campus Drive.
0861 General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
0862 General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
0864 Zoology Annex 2—Northwest of Ag. building's North wing.
0865 Zoology Annex—Northwest of Ag. building's North wing.
0871 General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
0875 General Classrooms—Southeast of Comm. building on Campus
Drive.
0889 901 West Chautauqua.
Explanation of Entries
The entry for each course is arranged as follows:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by
the short title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers
for courses offered. Following each section number are the time
the class begins and the time it ends. The days on which the
class meets, the place where it meets, and the instructor's last name
complete the entry.












































































































uoe EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 12.30-C1.2
TC BE ARRANGED
PT TF LAWSON 171
201A INTRCCUCT BICLCGY C4.C CR
PREREC GSA FIRS T LEVEL CR CFEM 110 OR
111
1 08.30-09.20 V V F LAWSON 161
07.3C-09.2C T 0842 ice
2 08.30-09.20 N k F LAWSUN 161
09.3C-11.20 T C642 let
3 08.3C-09.20 N fc F LAWSON 161
12.3C-C2.20 T 0842 108
4 08.30-09.20 N V\ F LAWSON 161
09.30-11.20 k 0842 loe
5 08.30-09.20 N 1ft F LAWSON 161
01.3C-03.20 V 0842 108
6 08.30-C9.2C M W F LAWSON 161
07.3C-C9.20 TF 0842 108
7 08.3C-C9.20 N W F LAWSON 161
09.30-11.20 TF 0842 108
8 08.30-09.20 ^ 'a F LAWSON 161




l 08.30-C9.20 T TF LAWSON 161
07.30-09.20 f Vv 0843 104
2 O8.3C-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
09.30-11.20 V k 0843 104
3 08.30-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
12.3C-02.20 ^ W 0843 1C4
4 08.30-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
02. 3C-04. 20 ^ W 0843 104
5 08.30-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
09.30-11.20 T TF 0643 104
6 08.30-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
12.30-02.20 T TF 0843 104
7 08.30-09.20 T TF LAWSON 161
02.3C-04.20 T TF 0843 104
210* INTRC ENVIRON EICL C4.0 CR
PREREC GSA 110 OR CFEP 115
1 09.30-10.20 N * F LAWSON 161
07.3C-C8.20 N 0843 102
2 09.30-10.20 1* k F LAWSON 161
01 .30-02.20 N 0843 102
3 09.30-10.20 ^ V* F LAWSON 161
11.30-12.20 ^ 0843 102
4 09.3C-10.20 M W F LAWSON 161
07.3C-08.20 T 0843 102
5 09.30-10.20 N k F LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 T C843 102
6 09.3C-10.20 y k F LAWSON 161
11.30-12.20 T 0843 102
7 09.30-10.20 y w F LAWSON 161
01.3C-C2.20 T 0843 102
a 09.30-10.20 ^ V* F LAWSON 161
03.30-04.20 T 0843 102
9 09.3C-10.20 K W F LAWSON 161
12.30-01.20 TF 0843 102
10 09.30-10.20 M W F LAWSON 161
02.30-03.20 TH 0843 102
210E INTRC ENVIRON BIOL C4.0 CR
PREREC GSA 110 OR CFEM 115
1 10.30-11.20 M W F LAWSON 161
07.3C-08.20 TH 0843 1C2
2 10.30-11.20 M w F LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 TF 0843 102
3 10.30-11.20 V W F LAWSON 161
11.30-12.20 TH 0843 102
4 10.30-11.20 M W F LAWSON 161
08.30-09.20 F 0843 102
5 10.30-11.20 W W F LAWSON 161
09.30-10.20 F 0843 102




















10.3C-11.2C P k F LAkSON 161 PETERSEN BRLCE k
11.30-12.20 F 0843 102
10.30-11.20 V k F LAViSON 161 PETERSEN BRUCE k
02.30-03.20 P 0843 102
10.30-11.20 P k F LAkSON 161 PETERSEN BRLCE k
03.3C-04.20 P 0843 102
10.3C-il.20 P k F LAkSON 161 PETERSEN BRUCE k
12.30-01.20 T 0843 102
10.3C-11.20 P k F LAkSON 161 PFTERSEN BRUCE k
02.3C-03.20 T 0843 102
PRIN CF PFYSICLCGY C4.C CR
09.30-10.20 P k F LAkSCN 151
07. 3C-09. 20 P LS I 117
09.30-10.20 P k F LAkSON 151
07.30-09.20 T LS I 117
09.30-10.20 P k F LAkSON 151
07.30-09.20 w LS I 117
09.30-10.20 p k F LAkSON 151
07.30-09.20 TF LS I 117
09.30-10.20 P k F LAkSON 151
07.30-C9.20 F LS I 117
09.3C-1C.20 P k F LAkSON 151
01. 30-03. 2C P LS I 113
09.30-10.20 P k F LAkSON 151
01.30-03.20 T LS I 113
09.3C-10.20 P k F LAkSON 151
01.3C-03.20 k LS I 113
WILD FlCfcERS C3.C CR
09.30-10.20 T LS I 323 LGENT
C8.3C-12.20 P LS I 307 EVANS
09.30-10.20 T LS I 323 LGENT
08.30-12.20 k LS I 307 EVANS
09.30-10.20 T LS I 323 LGENT
08.30-12.20 F LS I 30? KESER
09. 30-10. 2C T LS I 323 UGENT
08.3C-12.2C TF LS I 307 FCFFFAN
CONS CF NATURAL RES C3.C CR
'07.30-08.20 M k F LAkSON 161 KRULL
EVCLLTICN C3.0 CR
PREREC CNE YEAR CF BICLLGY
08.30-09.20 F k F khAF 1C5 STAINS HCkARC JAFES
MANS GEN HERITAGE C3.0 CR
08.30-C9.20 KTk LAkSON 131 ENGLERT
INTRO PALECNTCLCGY C3.0 CR
12.3C-C1.20 k F LAkSON 101 LTGAARC JCFN ECkARD
08.30-10.20 F PARK 107
12.30-01.20 k F LAkSON 1C1 LTGAARC JCFN ECkARC
10.30-12.20 F PARK 1C7
12.30-01.20 k F LAkSON 101 LTGAARC JOFN EDkARD
01.30-C3.20 T PARK 107
12.3C-C1.20 k F LAkSON 101 LTGAARC JOHN EDkARC
03.30-05.20 T PARK 1C7
INTR TC RCCKS + MIN C3.0 CR
07.30-08.20 T "rF AG 214 EELL FRANK J
08.30-10.20 Vs AG 171
07.30-08.20 T rF AG 214 BELL FRANK J
10.30-12.20 k AG 171
07.30-08.20 M k AG 214 BELL FRANK J
12.30-02.20 k AG 171
07.30-08.20 F k AG 214 BELL FRANK J
02.30-04.20 U AG 171
07.30-08.20 H k AG 214
04.30-06.20 V AG 171
CLIMATE C3.0 CR
08.30-09.20 F* k LAkSON 141
08.30-09.20 F 0483 101
08.30-09.20 P W LAkSON 141
08.30-09.20 F AG 224
08.30-09.20 M Vs LAkSON 141
09.30-10.20 F 0483 101
08.30-09.20 F k LAkSON 141
10.30-11.20 F 0483 101
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LAWSGN 131 CLARKE DAVID S
General Studies Area B—Man's Social Inheritance and Social
Responsibilities (GSB)
1C0A WESTERN TRADITICN C4.0 CR
1 07.30-C8.20 M W F LAWSON 171 NCFARLIN
09.30-10.20 ¥ H EC 104
2 07.3C-08.20 ¥ W F LAWSGN 171 MCFARLIN
10.3C-11.20 T H EC 206
3 07.30-08.20 ¥ W F LAWSGN 171 NCFARLIN
11.30-12.20 w H EC 206
4 07.30-08.20 M w F LAWSGN 171 NCFARLIN
12.30-01.20 TF H EC 118
5 O7.3C-08.20 M w F LAWSGN 171 MCFARLIN
01.30-02.20 F H EC 116
6 07. 30-08. 20 ¥ w F LAWSGN 171 MCFARLIN
02.30-03.20 ¥ H EC 12C
7 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSON 171 MCFARLIN
08.3C-09.20 T H EC 104
8 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSGN 171 MCFARLIN
09.30-10.20 TF H EC 116
9 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSON 171 MCFARLIN
10.30-11.20 F H EC 104
10 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSON 171 MCFARLIN
11.30-12.20 ¥ WHAN 319
11 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSGN 171 MCFARLIN
12.30-01.20 w H EC 120
12 07.30-08.20 ¥ w F LAWSON 17i MCFARLIN




1 09.30-10.20 T THF LAWSGN 171 DETWILER
08.30-09.20 w H EC 122
2 09.3C-1C.20 T THF LAWSON 171 CETWILER
09.30-10.20 ¥ H EC 122
3 09.30-10.20 T TFF LAWSGN 171 CETWILER
10.30-11.20 w WHAN 303
4 C9.3C-10.20 T THF LAWSON 171 CETWILER
11.30-12.20 T H EC 122
5 09.30-10.20 T THF LAWSON 171 DETWILER
12.30-C1.20 TH H EC 206
6 09.30-10.20 T THF LAWSON 171 DETWILER
01.30-02.20 F WHAM 312
18
LC2A MAN AND HIS kCRLD
1 11.2C-12.20 N k F
07.30-08.20 TF
2 11.30-12.20 N k F
08.30-09.20 TH
3 11.3C-12.20 M k F
09.30-10.20 TF
4 11.30-12.20 M k F
10.30-11.20 TF
5 ll.3C-12.20 N V* F
11.30-12.20 TF
6 11.30-12.20 M k F
12.30-01.20 TH
7 11.3C-12.20 H k F
01.30-02.20 TF
8 ll.3C-12.20 N k F
02.30-03.20 TF
9 11.30-12.20 M k F
07.3C-08.20 F
10 11.30-12.20 N k F
08.3C-09.20 F
11 11.30-12.20 N k F
09.30-10.20 F
12 11.30-12.20 N k F
03.3C-04.20 TF
L02B MAN AND HIS kCRLD
1 07.30-09.20 M k
2 07.30-09.20 N V*
3 07.30-09.20 N k
A 07.3C-09.20 M k
5 07.30-09.20 M V*
6 09.3C-11.20 N k
7 09.30-11.20 M k
8 09.30-11.20 M k
9 09.30-11.20 N W
10 09.30-11.20 M k
11 11.30-01.20 M k
12 11.30-01.20 M k
13 11.30-01.20 N k
14 11.3C-01.20 N k
15 11.30-C1.20 M Vt
16 01.30-03.20 M k
17 01.30-03.20 N k
18 01.30-03.20 N k
19 01.30-03.20 M k
20 01.3C-C3.20 M k
C1E SOCIETY * BEHAVIOR
1 07.30-08.20 TkTHF
2 09.30-10.20 T TF
07.30-08.20 k F
3 09.30-10.20 T TH
07. 30-08. 2C k F
4 09.30-10.20 T TH
08.30-09.20 k F
5 09.3C-10.20 T TH
11.30-12.20 k F
6 09.30-10.20 T TH
11.30-12.20 k F
7 09.30-10.20 T TH
12.30-01.20 k F
8 09.30-10.20 T TH
12.30-01.20 k F





1 08.30-09.20 M k
07.30-09.20 TH




LAkSUN 151 kALKER NALCQLN T
H EC 306
LAkSCN 151 kALKER MALCCLN T
H EC 306
LAkSON 151 kALKER NALCOLN T
H EC 306
LAkSON 151 kALKER NALCOLN T
H EC 306




LAkSON 151 kALKER MALCOLM T
H EC 306
LAkSCN 151 kALKER NALCOLN T
H EC 306
LAkSCN 151 kALKER NALCOLN T
H EC 306
LAkSON 151 kALKER MALCOLN T
H EC 306



























LAkSON 161 PATTERSON EDGAR I
H EC 202
LAkSON 161 PATTERSCN EDGAR I
0875 101
LAkSON 161 PATTERSON EDGAR I
0862 101
LAkSON 161 PATTERSCN EDGAR I
H EC 202
LAkSON 161 PATTERSCN EDGAR T
0875 1C2
LAkSON 161 PATTERSON EDGAR I
0875 102
LAkSON 161 PATTERSCN EDGAR I
0875 101










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 10.30-11.20 K to F
2 11.30-12.20 V to F
101 ART AFPRECIATICN
1 01.30-C2.20 T TF
01.30-C3.2C f
2 01.30-02.20 T TF
01.3C-C3.20 to
3 01.30-02.20 T TF
1C. 30-12.20 F
4 01.30-02.20 T TF
07.3C-C9.20 V
5 01.30-02.20 T TF
1C.3C-12.20 K
6 01.30-02.20 T TF
07.30-09.20 V*
7 01.30-02.20 T TF
10.3C-12.20 to
8 01.30-02.20 T TF
07.30-C9.20 F
9 01.3C-C2.20 T TF
07.3C-09.20 T
1C 01. 30-02. 20 T TF
07.30-09.20 TF
11 01.30-02.20 T TF
07.30-09.20 M
12 01.30-02.20 T TF
10.3C-12.20 N
13 O1.3C-02.20 T TF
10.3C-12.20 to
14 O1.3C-02.20 T TF
07.30-09.20 F
15 01.30-C2.20 T TF
10.30-12.20 F
102 PROB-hCRAL DEC-PHIL
1 1C.3C-11.20 V to
02.30-C3.20 to
2 10.30-11.20 M Vs
12.30-01.20 to
3 1C. 30-11. 20 H to
01.30-02.20 to
4 10.30-11.20 f to
08.30-09.20 TH
5 1C.3C-11.20 F to
10.30-11.20 TF
6 10.30-11.20 M to
12.30-01.20 TF
7 10.30-11.20 f V<
01.30-02.20 TF
8 10.30-11.20 M to
08.30-09.20 F
9 10.30-11.20 V to
10.30-11.20 F
10 10.30-11.20 H to
02.30-03.20 TF
11 10.30-11.20 V to
12.3C-C1.20 F
12 10.30-11.20 H to
09.30-10.20 F
13 12.30-01.20 T TF
10.30-11.20 F
14 12.30-01.20 T TH
01.30-02.20 F
15 12.30-01.20 T TH
08.30-09.20 T
16 12.3C-C1.20 T TH
09.30-10.20 T




































































































ia 12.30-01.20 T TF LARSON 151 FOWIE
02.30-03.20 F H EC 202
19 12.30-01.20 T TF LAWSON 151 HOWIE
10.30-11.20 T H EC 202
20 12.30-01.20 T TF LAWSON 151 FOWIE
01.30-02.20 TF WHLR 21-4
21 12.30-01.20 T TH LARSON 151 FOWIE
02.30-03.20 TF WHLR 212
22 12.30-01.20 T TF LAWSON 151 FOWIE
03.30-04.20 TH H EC 104
23 12.30-01.20 T TH LAWSON 151 FOWIE
08.30-09.20 F H EC 1C4
24 12.30-01.20 T TF LAWSON 151 FOWIE
09.30-10.20 F H EC 201
WCRLO LIT FCR CCMP C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC 102 OR TFE APPROPRIATE ACT
SCORE
1 07.30-08.20 M W F PULL 39
2 08.30-09.20 M W F 072C 103
3 09.3C-10.20 M W F 072C 104
4 09.30-10.20 M W F PARK 111
5 10.30-11.20 M W F 072C 104
6 10.30-11.20 M F AG 22C
10.30-11.20 W H EC 104
7 11.30-12.20 M W F PULL 39
8 11.30-12.20 M PULL 43A
11.30-12.20 W F H EC 102
9 12.30-01.20 M W F 072C 104
10 12.30-01.20 M Ik F WHAM 329
11 01.30-02.20 M W F TECF A 308
12 01.3C-C2.20 M W F LS I 323
13 02.30-X33.2Q
ORAL INTERP CF LIT
















1 08.30-09.20 M 072C 1C3
08.30-09.20 W F COMM 102C
2 10.30-11.20 M W PARK 309
10.3C-11.2C F H EC 104
3 12.3C-C1.20 M 072C lCfc
12.30-01.20 T TF 072C 105












1 07.30-08.20 M W F 072C 105
2 10.30-11.20 MT TH 072C 105







1 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSON 141 GRAY
12.30-01.20 TH WHAM 305
2 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 141 GRAY
01.30-02.20 TH WHAM 312
3 1C. 30-11. 20 T TH LAWSON 141 GRAY
02.30-03.20 TH WHAM 312
4 10.30-11.20 T TH LAWSON 141 GRAY
12.30-01.20 F WHAM 307
5 10. 30-11. 20 T TF LAWSON 141 GRAY
01.30-02.20 F WHAM 303
6 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSON 141 GRAY
02.30-03.20 F WHAM 30 3
MEANING IN VIS ARTS C4.0 CR








1 08.30-10.20 T LAWSON 171
08.30-09.20 THF LAWSON 171
FCUNDATICNS CF MUS 04.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 MT THF ALTG 116 INTRAVA INS
22
PHIL CF BEAUTIFUL C3.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSON 151 NCCLURE CECRCE
12.30-01.20 TF F EC 202
2 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSON 151 NCCLLRE GELRCE
01.30-02.20 TF H EC 202
3 10.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSON 151 NCCLURE GECRGE
08.30-09.20 F WF AN 112
4 1C.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSON 151 NCCLURE GECRCE
09.30-10.20 F H EC 202
5 10.3C-11.20 T TF LAWSON 151 NCCLURE GECRGE
08.3C-09.20 T H EC 202
6 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSCN 151 NCCLURE GEORGE
09.30-10.20 T CL 326
7 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSCN 151 NCCLURE GECRGE
02.3C-03.20 TF F EC 201
8 10.30-11.20 T TF LAWSCN 151 NCCLURE GEORGE
10.30-11.20 F CONN 102C
LCGIC AND LEANING 04.0 CR
1 08.30-C9.20 N W LAWSON 151 NOORE WILLIS
09.30-10.20 N W aebctt 129
2 08.3C-C9.20 N W LAWSON 151 NCCRE WILLIS
10.30-11.20 N w WHAN 301E
3 C8.30-C9.20 N W LAWSCN 151 NOORE WILLIS
11.30-12.20 N w PULL 41
4 08.30-09.20 n W LAWSGN 151 NOORE WILLIS
12.30-01.20 N W LS I 16
5 08.30-09.20 n w LAWSGN 151 NOCRE WILLIS
01.30-02.20 N WHAN 301A
01.30-C2.20 W WFAN 301E
6 08.3C-C9.20 N W LAWSCN 151 NOORE WILLIS
09.30-10.20 T TF CONN 1018
7 08.3C-C9.2C N W LAWSON 151 NCCRE WILLIS
10.30-11.20 T TF F EC 122A
8 08.30-09.20 N W LAWSON 151 NOCRE WILLIS
11.3C-12.20 T TF H EC 208
9 08.30-C9.20 N W LAWSON 151 NCCRE
12.30-01.20 T TF CONN 1022
08.30-09.20 N W LAWSCN 151 NOCRE WILLIS
01.30-C2.20 T TF H EC 206
1 08.30-09.20 N W LAWSON 151 NOCRE WILLIS
07.30-08.20 T TF H EC 122
2 08.30-C9.20 N W LAWSON 151 NCCRE
09.3C-10.20 W F PHY SC 35fc
MOD LIT FLRN ICEA C4.0 CR
PREREC GSC 103 OR ECLIV
1 07.30-08.20 NT TFF 072C 103
2 08.30-09.20 T TF CONN 1021
08.30-09.20 M F 072C 114
3 12.3C-01.20 NT TFF 072C 1C3
4 02.30-03.20 NT TFF H EC lie
INTRC TC FICTICN C3.C CR
i 07.30-08.20 N W F H EC 104
2 09.30-10.20 N 072C 105
09.30-10.20 W F FELTS 13C
3 10.30-11.20 N W F PULL 43A
4 01.30-02.20 NT TF C72C ice
5 02.30-03.20 T TF H EC 203
02.30-03.20 N 072C 101
PHIL-REL FAR EAST C3.0 CR
1 09.30-10.20 N F H EC 206 LIU
09.30-10.20 W WHAN 326
RECENT ANER LIT C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC 103 OR ECLIV
1 07.30-08.20 N W F PULL 41
2 07.30-08.20 N W F 072C 104
3 08.30-09.20 N W F BAILEY 13C
A 10.30-11.20 N W F BRCWN 13C
5 11.30-12.20 N W F WHAN 321
6 12.30-01.20 N WHAN 228
12.30-01.20 WTF 072C 106
7 01.30-02.20 N WTF 072C 106



























PREREG GSC 103 OR ECLIVAL
08.30-09.20 NT THE
10.30-11.20 NT THE
MODERN ART B-2C CEN
07.30-08.20 M W F
WORLD LITERATURE










NOTE $5.00 SCREENING EEE
MASTERPIECES NOVEL
PREREG GSC 103 OR EGUIV
01.30-02.20 NT TE
MASTERPIECES NOVEL
PREREG GSC 103 OR EGLIV
08.30-09.20 M W F
11.30-12.20 N W F
PHIL CF SCIENCE
10.30-11.20 N W F
SHAKESPEARE
PREREG GSC 103 OR EGLIV




PREREG GSC 100 OR EGLIVA
01.30-02.20 N W F
TOPIC-EVCLUTICN OF JAZZ
GREEK PHILCSCPHY
09.30-10.20 K W F
GRAECC-RON NEO PHIL
10.30-11.20 M W F
EARLY NCDERN PHIL



























C 3 C CR












































M W F PULL 38
M W F H EC 106
M w F H EC lie
N w F 0720 108
N w F GYM 203
N w F C72C 107
N WHAN 303
w F 072C 1C6
M w F LS I 323
M w F 072C 108
M BAILEY 13C
w F GYM 203
N w F WHAM 105
N h F WARREN 129
N w AG 222
TH H EC 1C4
M W F 072C 107
N W F GYM 203
N w F PULL 39
N w F PIERCE 13C
N w F 072C 108
N w F PARK 309
24
J
20 11.30-12.20 N Vv F PARK 3C8
21 11.30-12.20 N Vv F GYP 203
22 11.30-12.20 N Vv F 072C 106
23 11.30-12.20 « Vv F 072C 108
24 11.30-12.20 N H EC 202
11.30-12.20 hi F 072C 105
25 11.30-12.20 M Vv F 072C 106
26 11.30-12.20 N w F 072C 116
27 12.30-01.20 N v. F PULL 41
28 12.30-01.20 N Vv F GYN 204
29 12o3C-C1.20 N w F 072C 107
30 12.30-01.20 N w F AG 188
31 01. 30-02. 20 N Vv F 072C 1C7
32 01.30-02.20 N k F 072C 104
33 01.30-02.20 M Vv F PARK 204
34 02.30-03.20 N v F 072C 105
35 02.30-03.20 N V F 072C 107
36 02.30-03.20 N Vv F WHAN 321
37 02.3C-C3.20 M w F WHAN 305
38 O3.3C-04.20 N k F KHJSN 312
3 9 03.30-C4.20 N h F H EC 104




PREREC GSC 101 CR THE APPRCPRIATI ACT
SCCKE
1 07.30-08.20 N V> F PARK 111
2 07.30-08.20 N k F LS I 16
3 07.3C-08.20 N k F C72C 107
4 08.30-09.20 N PARK 309
08.30-09.20 W F 072C 105
5 08.30-09.20 N k F PARK 111
6 09.30-10.20 N Vv AG 209
09.30-10.20 F WHAN 21C
7 09.30-10.20 M Vv F 072C 109
8 10.30-11.20 N k F TECF A 111
9 11.30-12.20 N v. F LS T 16
10 12.30-C1.20 N Vv F C72C 109
11 12.30-01.20 N V. F H EC lie
12 01.30-02.20 N 072C 1C9
01.30-02.20 T TF whan 317
13 01.30-C2.20 N In F 072C 114
14 01.30-02.20 N Vv F 072C 116
15 02.3C-C3.20 N Vv F H EC 106
16 03.30-04.20 NT TF H EC lie
CRAL CCNN CF ICEAS C3.C ! CR
1 07.30-08.20 T TFF CONN 102C
11.30-12.20 N H EC 122
2 08.30-09.20 N'T TF CONN 102C
11.3C-12.20 M H EC 206
3 09.30-10.20 T TF CONN 1C2C
09.30-10.20 F CONN 1022
11.30-12.20 M LAWSON 231
4 10.30-11.20 NT TF CONN 1020
11.30-12.20 N LAWSON 101
5 10.30-11.20 T TFF CONN 1018
11.30-12.20 N LAWSON 101
6 11.30-12.20 T TFF CONN 1018
11.30-12.20 N LAWSON 101
7 11.30-12.20 T TFF CONN 1016
11.30-12.20 M LAWSON 231
8 11.30-12.20 TFF CONN 1022
il.3C-12.20 N TECF A 31C
11.30-12.20 Vv CONN 1017
9 11.30-12.20 M TECF A 308
11.30-12.20 T TF CONN 1021
11.30-12.20 V. CONN 1006
10 12.30-01.20 N u F CONN 102C
11.30-12.20 N LAWSON 171
11 12.30-01.20 T TFF CONN ioie
11.30-12.20 N LAWSON 231
12 12.30-01.20 THF CCNN 102,1






















































































































































































































































ELEMENTARY GERMAN C9.0 CR
08. 30-10. 2C M T W T H WHLR 214
O8.3C-C9.20 F WHLR 214
09.30-10.20 F WHLR 18
ACCELERATED
09.30-10.20 MTWTHF C72C 103
10.3C-11.20 TH WHLR 16
10.30-11.20 MTV* F C72C 1C3
ACCELERATED
01.30-03.20 MT THF WHLR 113
01.3C-C2.2C W VvHLR 113
02.3C-C3.20 w WHLR lb
ACCELERATED
ELEMENTARY GERMAN C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC 126E
08.3C-C9.20 M W F WHLR 113
08.30-09.20 TH WHLR 18
O1.3C-C2.20 M fcTF TECH A 22C
01. 30-02. 20 F WHLR 16
02.3C-C3.20 M Vt F WHLR 212
O2.30-C3.20 TH WHLR 16
ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN C9.0 CR
08.30-10.20 MT THF WHLR 212 MARTIN
08.30-C9.20 W WHLR 212
09.30-10.20 V* WHLR 16
ACCELERATED
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C9.C CR
08.30-10.20 MVs F PIERCE 13C
08. 30-09. 2C TH WHLR 113
09.30-10.20 TH WHLR 16
ACCELERATED CCLRSE
12.30-02.20 M U F WHLR 21*
12.3C-01.20 TH WHLR 212
01.30-02.20 TH WHLR 16
12.3C-02.20 T H EC lie
ACCELtRATED CCURSE
01 .30-03.20 M WTHF H EC 1C4
01.30-02.20 T H EC 1C4
02. 30-03. 2C T WHLR 16
ACCELERATED CCURSE
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3.0 CR
07.30-08.20 M W F WHLR 203
07.30-08.20 TH WHLR 16
SEE SPAN LIST FCR SPAN CCNVERSATICN
08.30-09.20 M WTF WARREN 129
08.3C-09.20 T WHLR 16
01.30-02.20 M WTH C72C 101
01.3C-C2.20 T WHLR 16
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC 140/! CR EQUIVALENT
O8.30-C9.20 T F H EC 116
08.30-09.20 V WHLR 203
08.30-09.20 M WHLR 16
11.30-12.20 M W F H EC 12C
11.30-12.20 T WHLR 16
01.30-02.20 M WTH WHLR 203
SEE SPAN LIST FOR SPAN CCNVERSATICN
ELEMENTARY SPANISH C3.0 CR
PREREC GSC HOE CR EQUIVALENT
07.30-08.20 MT TH WHLR 212
07.30-08.20 W WHLR 18
08.30-09.20 TH WHAM 321
08.3C-09.20 M H EC 206
08.30-09.20 W WHAM 326
08.30-09.20 T WHLR 18
09.30-10.20 TV, H EC 104
09.30-10.20 F H EC 1C6
09.30-10.20 M WHLR 16
02.30-03.20 TWTH WHLR 1C7
02.30-03.20 M WHLR 16
GSD
SEE SPAN LIST FCR SPAN CCNVERSAT ION
* June 22—August 1 4 27
GSD
210 UNCONNCN LANGUAGES 15.
G
CR
1 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF C72C 1C2 FCA
10.30-11.20 NTWTFF 072C 121
01.30-03.20 NTWTHF 072C 102
(INTENSIVE VIETNANESE)














RESTRICTED P E Cl.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 N WTH ARENA 555 GREENE NCRNAN C
SWIMMING-BEGINNING C1.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 M WTH PULL P 11 ESSICK RAYNCND B
2 11.30-12.20 M WTF PULL P 11 ESSICK RAYMOND B
3 02.3C-03.20 NTW PULL P 11 FRANKLIN
SWIMMING - INTERMED Cl.C CR |
1 01.30-C2.20 T TF PULL P 11
!
PHYSICAL FITNESS C1.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M W PULL 102 eELL LARRY R
01.30-02.20 T LAWSCN 141 ACKERNAN
2 07.3C-08.20 T TF PULL 102 EELL LARRY R
01.30-02.20 T LAWSUN 141 ACKERNAN
3 09.30-10.20 M TF ARENA 555 JONES
01.30-02.20 T LAWSCN 141 ACKERNAN
4 10.30-11.20 M TF ARENA 555 JONES
01.30-02.20 T LAWSON 141 ACKERNAN
5 11.3C-12.20 T TF ARENA 555 GURLEY
01.30-C2.20 T LAWSGN 141 ACKERNAN
6 01.30-02.20 M W ARENA 555 ACKERNAN
01.30-02.20 T TF LAWSGN 141
ACTIVITY-BADNINTON C1.0 CR
It 08.30-10.20 M V ARENA 555 NEACE WILL IAN T
2< 08.3C-10.20 T TF ARENA 555 NEADE WILLIAN T
3 03.30-C4.20 M WTF ARENA 555 STOTLAR
ACTIVITY-BOWLING C1.0 CR
1 10.3C-11.20 NT TF U CTR 4E FARTZOG LEWIS 8
2 11.30-12.20 NT TF U CTR 46 FARTZCG LEWIS B
ACTIVITY-GOLF Cl.C CR
1 07.30-09.20 N ARENA 555 REESE
08.30-09.20 W ARENA 555
2 09.30-10.20 M WTF ARENA 555 CKITA TED Y
3 09.3C-12.20 T ARENA 5 5 5 BOLICK
STUDENTS FURNISH CWN CLUBS TRANSPORT + 1FEE REC
4 10.30-11.20 M WTF ARENA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
5 11.30-12.20 M WTF ARENA 555 FOLDER LYNN C
6 12.30-C1.20 M W F ARENA 555 ACKERNAN
7 01.3C-C3.C0 M WTH ARENA 555
8 01.3C-04.30 Th ARENA 555 ACKERNAN
ACTIVITY-TENNIS ci. a CR
1 07.30-09.20 T TF ARENA 555 IUBELT
2 07.30-09.20 M W ARENA 555 IUBELT
3 09.3C-1C.20 M W F ARENA 555 GURLEY
4** 09.30-11.20 T TF ARENA 555 LONG
5 10.30-11.20 M W F ARENA 555 GURLEY
6* 11.30-01.20 T TF ARENA 555 LONG j
7 12.3C-0l.20 M W F ARENA 555 REESE
ACTIVITY-VOLLEYBALL C1.0 CR 1
1 06.00-C7.CC PM T F GRASSY ICC BCLICK NARK
RESTRICTED TC LITTLE GRASSY STUDENTS '
ONLY
lACTIVITY-SCFTBALL C1.0 CR
1 08.30-09.20 M WTF ARENA 555 MARTIN MORRIS GLEN!
2 09.30-10.20 M WTH ARENA 555 MARTIN
ACTIVITY-CROSS COUN C1.0 CR
1 07. 00-08. CC PM T F GRASSY ICC BOLICK MARK





1 08.30-09.20 M WTH ARENA 555
j
2 09.30-10.20 M WTH ARENA 555 1
3 10.30-11.20 M WTH ARENA 555
28
RESTRICTED P E Cl.C CR
01.3C-C2.20 P k F GY* 11C
SWIPMNG-BEGINNINC Cl.C CR
07.30-0S.2C T TF GYP 114 CCCPER CARCL
07.3C-C9.20 P k GYN 114 CAKAK
12.3C-C2.20 T TF GYP 114 COCPER CARCL
SWIPMNG-INTERPED Cl.C CR
PREREC GSE 111/5 CR ECUIVALENT
1 08.3C-C9.20 P k F PULL P 11 CCCPER CARCL
PREREC-GSE 1 1 1 A OR EQUIVALENT
2 12.3C-C1.20 M k F PLLL P 11 COCPER C4PCL
EXERCISE FCR FITNES C1.0 CR
1 07.3C-C8.20 M k F GYP 2C7 ERECFTELSBAUER KAY
2 08.30-09.20 T TFF GYN 207
DANCE-BEG CONTEPP Cl.C CR
07.30-CS.2C T TFF GYP 20E CAKAK
ACTIVITY-ARCFERY Ci.O CR
10.30-12.20 T TF GYP 2CE CAKAK
10. 30-11. 20 t k F GYN 2Cd
ACTIVITY-BCkLING CI.O CR
09.3C-10.20 P k F U CTR 46 ELACKPAN
FEE RECLIREC
2 12.30-C1.20 M W F U CTR AS
FEE RECLIRED
114E ACTIV1TY-GCLF CI.O CR
1 08.30-C9.20 P k F GYN 114 PRECFTELS BAUER KAY
2 09.30-10.20 T TFF GYN 114 eRECFTELSB ACER KAY
3 11.30-12.20 P k F GYP 207 BRECFTELB ACER
4 11.30-01.20 T TF GYP 207 BRECFTELS BAUER KAY
5 01.3C-C2.20 f k F GYP 207
U4F ACTIVITY-TENNIS CI.O CR
1 O7.3C-C9.20 T TE GYP 114 BLACKEN
2 07. 30-09. 2C P k GYP 114 COTTEN S4RAH ELLEN
3 08. 30-10. 2C T TF GYP 114 ELACKPAN
4 09.3C-11.2C T TF GYP 207 CCCPER
5 10.3C-12.20 T TF GYP 114
6 12.3C-C2.20 T TF GYP 114 ELACKPAN
7 12.3C-C2.20 P k GYP 207
114* ACTIVITY-FENCING CI.O CR
1 10.30-11.20 P k F GYP 114 BLACKPAN
2 11.30-12.20 P k F GYP 114 COTTEN SARAH ELLEN
114P ACTIVITY-GYP + TUPB CI.O CR
1 09.30-1C.20 P k F GYP 207
201 HEALTEFUL LIVING C3.C CR
1 07.3C-08.20 PT TF TECF C 131
2 07.30-08.20 P ARENA 125
07. 30-08. 2C T TE TECF A 22C
3 08.3C-C9.20 P V* F TECF A 422
4 08.30-09.20 f> k F TECF A 222
5 08.30-09.20 P V* F TECF A 41C
6 08.30-C9.20 P k F H EC 201
7 09.30-10.20 T TF TECF A 222
09.30-10.20 F ARENA 119
8 10.30-11.20 PT TF AG 209
9 10.30-11.20 P M F TECF A 222
10 10.30-11.20 P k F LAkSON 231
11 10.30-11.20 P k TECF A 31C
10.30-11.20 F ARENA 121
12 10.30-11.20 P k F H EC 201
13 11.3C-12.20 P k F AG 216
14 11.30-12.20 TkTF TECF A 308
15 11.30-12.20 P k F TECF A 222
16 11.30-12.20 P k F PHY SC 16C
17 11.30-12.20 P kIF H EC 201
18 12.30-01.20 P k F ARENA 119
19 01.30-02.20 Tk F ARENA 121
20 02.30-03.20 P kTF ARENA 121
21 05.30-08.20 P GRASSY IOC
GSE
* June 22—August 1 4 29
SCHEDULE OF DEPARTMENTAL COURSES
COURSE & TITLE & BLDG.
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS & RM. INSTRUCTOR
Accounting (ACCT)
250 ACCT FUNDANENTALS C4.Q CR
1 01.3C-C2.2C NTfeTh CL 12
251/! FINANCIAL ACCT C4.G CR
PREREC SCPHCNCRE STANDING
1 08.30-09.20 NT THF CL 12
2 10.30-11.20 NT THF CL 12
251E FINANCIAL ACCT C4.G CR
PREREC ACCT 251A
1 10.3C-11.20 NT THF CL It
2 11.30-12.20 NT THF CL 12
261 NANAGENENT ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 2518 ANC NATE U1A
1 07.3C-C8.20 NT TEE CL 12
2 09.30-10.20 NT TEF CL 12
331 TAX ACCCUNTING C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 261
1 09.30-10.20 NT TEF CL 16
351A INTERMEDIATE ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 261
1 11.30-12.20 NTfcTH CL IE
351E INTERNECIATE ACCT C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 351A
1 01.3C-C2.20 NTfcTH CL IE
453 ADVANCEC ACCCUNTING C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 351A,B
1 08.3C-09.20 NTkTH CL IE
456 AUDITING 04.0 CR
PREREC ACCT 331, 341, ANC 351A,E
1 07.30-C8.2C NT TEF CL IE
459 INTERNSHIP IN ACCT C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INTERNSHIP
CGNNITTEE
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Agricultural Industries (AG I)
204 INTRC AC ECCNCNICS C4.C CR
1 07.30-08.20 NTUTH AG 168 HERR WILLIAN N
310 GENERAL AGRICULTURE C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTfcTH AG 225 EENTCN RALPH A
07.3C-C9.20 F AG 168
350 FARN NANAGENENT C5.0 CR
PREREC AG I 204 CR GS6 211A
1 07.30-08.20 NTfcTH AC 225 LANGFGRC
O7.3C-C9.20 F AG 225
359 INTERN FRCGRAN C3.C TO C5.C CR
PREREC JR STANCING
1 TC BE ARRANGED
390 SPEC STUD AG I Gl.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT CHAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN AG INCUST Cl.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC JR STAND, 4.C GPA14.25 IN MAJ)
,+ CCNSENT CF DEPT CHN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
456E AG NKTG - LIVESTOCK C2.C CR
PREREC AG I 354, OP CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.30-10.20 NTfcTHF AG 225 HAAG
JUNE 22- JULY 17
456C AG MKTG-CAIRY-POULT C2.C CR
PREREC AG I 354, CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.30-10.20 NTWTH AG 225 SCLVERSON
JULY 27- AUG 28
485 PRIN-FHIL VO TEC ED C3sC CR
PREREC STUDENT TEACHING CR CCNSENT CF
DEPARTNENT




512 AG CCCOP INTERNSHIP 03. C TC C6.0 CR
PREREC AG I 312B CR CCNSEM CF UEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 09. 00-12. CG MTfcTFF AG 155
12. 00-04. CO MTfeTFF AG 155
JUNE 22-JULY 17
520 READINGS Cl.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
525 INTER VCC CCCP ED C3.C CR
PREREC STUCENT TFACFING
1 10.30-12.20 MTfeTFF TECF A 40E
JUNE 29-JULY 17
575 RESEARCH Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.CTCC9.CCR













































-11.20 MTW F AG
-11.20 TF AG
RCGRAM C3.C TO C5.C
JR STANCING
ARRANGED
C AN I Cl.C TC
JR CR SR STANCING ANC
CF CEPT CHAIRMAN
ARRANGED
SL-CCM ANIM C4.C CR
AN I 121 CR A CCURSE IN PFSL



















































1 TO EE ARRANGED
401 LANGUAGE IN CULTURE
PREREC ANTH 25C CR













PREREC ANTH 25C CR ECUIV
1 11.30-12.20 M h F
483 INDIV STUDY IN ANTH Cl.C
PREREC ANTH 25C CR ECUIV
1 TC BE ARRANGED
582 PRCB-ARCHAECLCGY
PREREC CCNSENT OF
I TC BE ARRANGED
584 PRCB-CULTURAL ANTF
1 TC BE ARRANGED
585 READINGS IN ANTH
1 TC BE ARRANGED













C TO 27.0 CR
Cl.C TO 27. C CR
Cl.C TC 27.0 CR



















































PREREC PEYS 111, 2C6, CR
10.30-11.20 PTU F
11.30-12.20 T
Cl.C TC C9.0 CR























C2.C TO C6.C CR






















































































































































































TO 12. C CR
ALLYN 202








TO 12. C CR
TO 12.0 CR
TC 12.0 CR
TO 12. C CR
TC 12.0 CR































493 ADVANCED SCULPTURE 02. C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC ART 393-12 EPS
1 TC BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN NTLTCN F
5C1 SENINAR PAINTING C2.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED BERNSTEIN LAkRENCE
502 SEN IN SCULPTURE C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN NILTCN F
511 SENINAR IN PRINTS C2.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FINK HERBERT L
526 RESEARCH PCTTERY 02. C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED BGYSEN
536 RESEARCH NETAL CCNS 02. C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED KINGTCN LCUIS BRENT
540 SEMINAR IN WEAVING 02. C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED GINSBURG
566 RESFAPCF ART ECUC C2.C TC 12. C CR
1 07.30-09.20 M W F PULL I 1C5 ABRAFANSCN RCV E
571 READ ART HISTCRY 02. C TC C5.C CR
PREREC GRAC STANDING + CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARR/6NCEC
Biology (BIOL)
307 ENVIRLNNENTAL BICL C4.C CR
PREREC GSA 201E CR 21CE CR ACVANCEC
STANDING
1 11.30-12.20 NUTF LS I 322 ASFBY
308 CRGAMSMC BICLCGY C4.0 CR
PREREC GSA 201E CR 21CB CR ACVANCEC
STANCING
1 10.30-11.20 NTWTH LS I 322 NATTEN
Botany (BOT)
300 NCRPH NCN-VAS PLANT C4.C CR
PREREC GSA 2C1E
1 02.30-03.20 M V F WHAN 3CE KAEISER NARGARET
02. 30-04. 20 T 0642 1C1
301 NCRPH VAS PLANTS C4.C CR
PREREC GSA 2C1E
1 08.30-09.20 T TH \nhfiV 2C2 FATTEN LAWRENCE C
0d.2C-10.2C N W 0842 101
320 PLANT PHYSICLCGY C5.0 CR
PREREC GSA 201B, CHEN 350 CR MINCR IN
CHEN
1 07.3C-08.20 N W F CONN 1006 SCENIC WALTER E
07.30-09.20 T TH LS I 311
2 07.3C-C8.2C N k F CONN 1006 SCHMC WALTER E
09. 20-11.20 T TH LS I 311
390 READINGS - BCTANY C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC BCT NAJCR ANC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
391 SPEC FRCfi IN BCTANY C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC BCT NAJCR ANC CCNSENT OF DEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
405 MYCCLCGY C5.0 CR
PREREC BCT 300
1 07.30-08.20 N W F LS I 322 GRAY
07.3C-C9.2C T TH LS I 307
451 1NTRC FLCRISTICS C4.C CR
1 07.30-08.20 W 0842 101 ANDERSCN RCGER
07.30-03.20 F 0842 101
503C ADV ANGICSPERN TAX C5.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 01.30-03.20 N fcTF CONN 9
525 CYTCLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC BCT 315 CR ZCC 401
1 02.30-03.20 N W F 0461 1C1
02.30-04.20 T TH C461 101
* June 22—August 14 33
TINDALL CCNALC R
551 MISS FLCRA UPLAND C4.C CR
PREREC BCT 450, 451, CR CCNSENT
OF INSTRUCTCR
1 08.30-C4.20 T 0842 101 MCHLENBRCCK RCeERl
12.3C-C1.20 M 0842 101
552 MISS FLCRA ACUATIC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 08.20-C4.20 TH 0842 101
570 READINGS - BCTANY C2.C TC C5.C CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH C3.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT
i tc be Arranged
599 THESIS C3.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC eE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 26.0 CR












































































































































































































































N fc F PHY SC 21£
T TH PHY SC 203
N k F PHY SC 21fc
T TF PFY SC 203
dlCLCGICAL CHEN 04. CR
PREREC CHEN 24C CR 3C5B CR 3 A 1C
03.30-04.20 N fc F PHY SC 21€
01.30-04.20 T PHY SC 204
INST ANAL NEASNTS 04.0 CR
PREREC CHEN 461B (NAY BE TAKEN
CONCURRENTLY
)
07.30-08.20 N V PHY SC 21fc
07.30-12.20 T PHY SC 316
O7.3C-08.20 f k PHY SC 218
07.30-12.20 TH PHY SC 316
GOAL ORGANIC ANALY 04. C CR
PREREC CHEN 305b CR 3410 + CEEN 461C
07.30-08.20 T TH PHY SC 218
08.30-11.20 T TH PHY SC 205
PPIN PHYSICAL CHEN C5.C CR
PREREC CHEN 235, 3C5B CR 341C + 1 YR
CF PHYS OR CONSENT
10.30-11.20 N Vs F PHY SC 116
06. 30-11. 20 T TH PHY SC 105
CHEN FRCB ANALY 01. C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR ANC DEFT
CHA IRNAN
TO BE ARRANGED
CHEN FRCB BICCHEN 01. C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR ANC DEPT
CHAIRMAN
TC BE ARRANGED
CHEN FRCB INORGANIC 01. C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR ANC DEFT
CHAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
»96C CHEN FRCB ORGANIC Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRLCTCR ANC DEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
>S6E CHEN FRCB PHYSICAL Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR ANC DEPT
CHA IRNAN
1 TC EE ARRANGED
>69 ADV TCPICS-PHYSIC/*L C2.C TC 30. C CR
PREREC CHEN 561
1 09.30-10.20 N h F PHY SC 116
i9AA SP REAC-CFEN ANALY 02. C TC 15.0 CR
PREREC 24 HRS CF 5CC CHEN ANC CONSENT
CF CIV
1 TC BE ARRANGED
S94E SP REAC-CHEN BIO 02. TC 15.0 CR
PREREC 24 HRS CF 5CC CHEN ANC CONSENT
CF CIV
1 TC EE ARRANGED
>94C SP REAC-CHEN INCRC 02. C TC 15. C CR
PREREC 24 HRS CF 5CC CHEN ANC CONSENT
CF CIV
1 TC EE ARRANGED
)94C SP READ-CHEN CRGAN C2.C TO 15. C CR
PREREC 24 HRS CF 5CC CHEN ANC CONSENT
CF CIV
1 TC BE ARRANGED
594E SP READ-CHEN PHYS 02. C TC 15.0 CR
PREREC 24 HRS CF 5CC CHEN ANC CONSENT
CF CIV
1 TC BE ARRANGED
596A ADV CHEN PRCE-ANAL C3.C TC 20.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT CHAIRNAN
1 TC EE ARRANGED
596E ACV CHEN PRCE-BIC 03. C TC 20.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT CHAIRNAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED





















































































































































































C3.C TO 20. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TC 20. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TO 20. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TC 40. C CR
CEPT CHAIR*AN
C3.C TO 40. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TO 40. C CR
CEPT CHAIRMAN
C3.C TC 48. C CR
CR ECLIV
C3.C TC 48.0 CR
CR EQLIV
C3.C TO 48. C CR
CR ECLIV
C3.C TO 48.0 CR
CR ECLIV
C3.C TC 48. C CR
CR ECLIV
C3.C TC 48.0 CR
C PH C CANCIDACY
C3.C TO 48.0 CR
C PH C CANCICACY
C3.C TO 48. C CR
C PH C CANCICACY
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
C PH C CANCICACY
C3.C TC 48.0 CR





















M V» C834 112
T AG 142
FHCTCMAJCRS




















All UKSHCF STILL PFCTC C6.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1 09.3C-11.2C T TF 0834 113 OILMCRE
O1.3C-C4.20 f fc AG 142
CPEN CNLV TC GRAD STUCENTS
412 fcKSHCF CINEMA PRCC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC EE ARRANGED PAINE FRANK P
2 12.30-C3.2C MTW 0834 113 MERCER
REG FCR 6 HRS CPEN TC GRAC STUCENTS CNLV
431 PRCB STILL PFCTC CI Cl.C TO 12.0 CR
PREREC BY PERMISSION
1 TC BE ARRANGED
JUNE 23-JULY 21
Child and Family (C&F)
227 FAMILY LIVING C3.C CR
1 02.3C-03.20 M * F H EC 203 PCNTCN
237 CHILC DEVELOPMENT C3.0 CR
1 03.3C-C4.20 M k F H EC 203 PCNTCN
Clothing and Textiles (C&T)
127A CLCTFING SELECTION C2.0 CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 T TF H EC 203 RIDLEY SAMANTFA SUE
127E CLCTFING CONSTRUCT C2.0 CR
1 12.30-C2.20 T TF F EC 31C FLINT
233 PATT CES + CLC CCNS C3.C CR
PREREC C+T 127 OR CCNSENT OF CFAIRMAN
1 02.30-04.20 T TF H EC 31C FLINT
360 TAILORING + CCNST C4.C CR
PREREC C+T 233 OR CCNSENT OF CFAIRMAN
1 09.30-11.20 M k F F EC 31C RIDLEY
371 FIELD EXPERIENCE C3.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CFAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED PADGETT +RIDLEY
395 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CFAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
481 READINGS C2.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CFAIRMAN
1 08.30-C9.20 M h F H EC 301 PADGETT
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C5.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED PADGETT *MCR AN
599 TFESIS C2.C TC C9.G CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED PADGETT+MCRAN
Design (DES)
366 P-S CESIGN C5.C TC 15.0 CR
PREREC CES 200 215 275
1 TC BE ARRANGED
375 VISUAL CESIGN C5.C TO 15. C CR
PREREC DES 200 215 215
1 TC BE ARRANGED
490F STUDIC P-S DESIGN C2.C TO 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
490G STUDIC-VISUAL CES C2.C TO 12.0 CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
550 FIELC STUCY CESIGN C2.C TC 16. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 TFESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Economics (ECON)
214 ECCNCMCS-MACRC C4.C CR
1 10.30-11.20 MTfcTF WFiAM 308
2 03.30-04.20 TfcTFF LAfcSON 221
215 ECCNCMICS-MICRC C4.0 CR
PREREC ECCN 214
1 07.3C-08.20 TWTHF kHAM 3C2
2 01.30-02.20 TWTFF LAWSON 221
3C1 ECCNCMC REACINGS 01. C TC 06. CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR CFAIRMAN
1 TC EE ARRANGED
308 ECCN-EUS STAT I C4.0 CR
PREREC GSC 110































































































































































































C TC C8.C CR
PHY SC 278
C TC C5.C CR
TMENT








C TO C9.0 CR
C TC 48.0 CR
Educational Administration and Foundations












SUBCULT IN ANER EC
1 10.30-11.20 NT TH
10.3C-11.20 W F
HIST CF ECUC IN U S
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTFF





















































329 VINCCLP SANUEL N
FAWLEY
38
2* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF WE/»N 228
3* OS.3C-1C.20 NTUTHF CL 24
4 12.3C-C1.20 NTfcTFF WHAM 312
5C2 SENIMR CCNP ECUC C4.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTfeTHF WHAN 205 LEAN ARTHUR ECW/SRC
506 CLRR PEL AM CULTURE C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 01.30-C2.20 MTfeTHF WHAM 305 FALL JANES HERRICK
5C7A 20TH CENTURY + tDLC C4.C CR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTkTHF WHAM 317 CCUNTS GECRGE S
511A INTERN PRACTICUN C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF TEE DEPARTMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
1 TC BE ARRANGED
51ie INTERN PRACTICUN C4.C CR
PREREC 511A
1 TC BE ARRANGED
511C INTERf^ PRACTICUN C4.0 CR
PREREC 511E
1 TC BE ARRANGED
520E ILLINOIS SCHOOL L£W C4.C CR
PREREC 52CA
1* 10.3C-11.20 NTkTHF WEAN 2C2 SASSE
524A SCFL ACN IMSTRAT ICN C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF WHAM 305
I524E SCHL ADM INI STR AT I CN C4.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 H WTF WHAM 301B STUCK DEAN L
09.3C-10.20 T F WHAM 201
24C SCEL /*DNIMSTRATICN 04. CR
1* 10.30-11.20 NUTHF PULL 41
27 CURR-ISSU SCE ADMIN C2.C TO C4.0 CR
1 09.30-11.20 NTfeTHF C871 101 STUCK + SASSE
01. 30-03. 2C NTWTHF 0871 101
AUGUST 11-22
33 SCEOCL BUILDINGS C4.C CR
1* 08. 30-09. 2C NTWTHF WHAN 312 NEAl CHARLES D
34C EDUCATIONAL DATA F C2.C TC C4.G CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTfeTHF WHAN 305 ELISS
36A ACNIMST WORKSHOP C3.C CR
1* 01.30-04.20 NTWTHF WHAM 2C5 EWING PARMER LELA
JUNE 17-JULY 5
>54 CONTRAST PHIL IN ED 04. CR
PREREC 355 CR FHIL 355 CR ECLIVALENT
1* 11.30-12.20 NTWTHF WHAN 208 LEAN ARTHUR EDWARD
56A SCEOCL SUPERVISION C4.0 CR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTF WHAN 303 ARNISTEAD FRED J
09.3C-10.20 F WH4M 112 ARNISTEAC FRED J
>56E SEN-ED SUPERVISION C4.C CR
PREREC EOAF 556A
1 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF WHAN 212 BRACEWELL GECRGE
60 CURRICULUM C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF PULL 43A FISHBACK WCCCSCN W
563 SCHOOL PUBLIC REL C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF WHAN 328 NEAL CHARLES C
564 H S PRINCIPALSHIP C4.C CR
1* 12.30-01.20 NTWTHF WHAN 303
i75A INC RES CURRICULUM Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 50C, APFRCVAL CF DEPT ACVISOR
+ CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575E INC RES SUPERVISION Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 500, APFRCVAL CF DEPT ADVISOR
CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575C INC RES BUILDINGS Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 50C, APFRCVAL OF CEPT ADVISOR
+ CCNSENT OF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575C IND RES FINANCE Cl.C TO C4.0 CR
PREREC 5CC, APFRCVAL CF CEPT ADVISOR
+ CCNSENT OF INSTRUCT
June 22—August 14 39
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575E INO RES SCHCCL LAW Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PRER6G 5CC* APPROVAL OF CEPT ADVISCR
+ CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575F INC RES CCMPAR EDLC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 50C, APPROVAL CF CEPT ADVISCR
+ CCNSENT OF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
5750 INC RES HIST ECUC Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 50C, APPROVAL CF CEPT ADVISCR
+ CONSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575h INC RES PHIL ECUC Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 500, APPROVAL CF CEPT ADVISCR
+ CONSENT OF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
575J INO RES ADMIN Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 500, APPROVAL CF CEPT ACVISCR
+ CCNSENT CF INSTRUCT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576* READINGS ADM-SUPV Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT CHAIRMAN ANC
INSTRUCTOR
I TC BE ARRANGED
5766 READINGS ADM-SUPV Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT CHAIRMAN ANC
INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
576C READINGS ADM-SUPV Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF CEPT CHAIRMAN ANC
INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED'
591 SEM-SLC + PHIL FOLN C2.0
PREREC ADVANCED STANCING
CR
1 09.30-11.20 W WHAM 301A ^KENZIE WILLIAM
592 DCCT SEM CULT FOUND C4.0
PREREC 591
CR
1* 09. 30- 11. 2 G IS WHAM 301A MCKENZIE WILLIAM
596 INO INVESTIGATION C5.C TC C9.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
597 THESIS Cl.C TO C3.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48.
C
CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Elementary Education (ElED)
100 INTRC TC ELEM ECUC C3.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 M W F WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
2* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 205
101 CEVEL RCING-LRN SKL C2.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 M W F WHAM 114
2 10.30-11.20 T F WHAM 114
3 11.30-12.20 M W F WHAM 114
4 11.30-12.20 M W F WHAM 114
5 01.30-02.20 M W F WHAM 114
6 02.3C-C3.20 M W F WHAM 114
7 03.3C-04.20 M W F WHAM 114
203 UNDRSTC EL SCH CHLD C3.0 CR
PREREC GSE 201C
1 01.30-02.20 M W F WHAM 302 LEE
314 ELEM SCHCCL METHOCS C4.C
PREREC GUID 305
CR
1 07.30-08.20 MTWTH WHAM
EL EC MAJORS ONLY
203 BRGD ERNEST fc
2* 08.3C-09.20 MTWTHF WHAM 206 RANDOLPH VICTOR
EL EC MAJORS ONLY
3* 01.30-02.20 ?'TbTHF WHAM 203 LINDBERG
EL EC MAJORS CNLY
A 02.30-03.20 MTWTH WHAM




316 KINDER PRIMARY NETH CA.C CR
PREREC GUIC 305
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF WHAN 203 ZINNY BILLIE
337 READING IN ELEN SCH CA.O CR
PREREC 314
1 09.30-1C.20 NTfcTH WHAN 21C RAGSCALE TED P
2* 1C.3C-11.20 NTWTHF WhAN 203 ERCC ERNEST E
350 KIND FRI STUC TCH C4.C TC 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
351 EL STLCENT TCF C4.C TC 16. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
GENERAL
2 TC BE ARRANGED
ART
3 TC BE ARRANGED
E N F
4 TC BE ARRANGED
NUSIC
5 TC BE ARRANGED
P E
6 TC BE ARRANGED
P H
7 TC BE ARRANGED
SP C
8 TC BE ARRANGED
SP EC
READINGS IN EL ED C2.C TC C3.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SLOAN FREC A JR
PRCBLENS IN READING C2.C TC C4.C CR
1* 12.30-C2.20 NTWTHF WHAN 21C RAGSCALE TED R
JUNE 23-JCLY 3
SEN - INSTRUCTION C4.C CR
1* 12. 30-01. 2C NTkTHF WHAN 317 LINDBERG
CHILCPENS LIT CA.C CR
PREREC GUIC 305
1 12.30-02.30 NTWTHF WHAN 321 NATHIAS
JUNE 23-JULY 11
1NPR ARITH ELEN SCH C2.C TC CA.C CR
PREREC NATH 21C CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 1C.3C-11.20 NTfcTFF WHAN 206 EEATTIE IAN C
ED FCP DISADV CHILD 02. C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC 337
1* 03.3C-G4.20 NTWTFF WFAN 2C3 SLCAN FREC A JR
WCRKSFCP KINC PR I C4.0 CR
1* 08. 30-11. 2C NTWTFF WHAN 201 EAKER+ZINNY
JUNE 23-JULY 11-RESTR TC STCS WFO FAVE
HAC STUC TCFNG
WKSHP-EL SCH SCI C4.0 CR
1 12.3C-C2.2C NTkTFF WHAN 205 TCNERA FUNGERFCRD
JUNE 23-JULY 11 RESTR TC STCTS WHC FAVE
HAC 314
42 TEACH EL SCH SCI CA.O CR
1 O7.3C-O8.20 NTWTFF WHAM 305 TCNERA
RESTRICTEC TC STUCENTS WHC HAVE HAC 314
»45 PAR INVCLVE IN EDLC C4.C CR
PREREC STUDENT TEACHING CR CCNSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1 10.3C-11.20 NTWTFF WFAN 206 ZINNY BILLIE
ALTERNATE PREREC 314
90 ECCN EC IN ELEN SCH C2.C TC C3.C CR
1* 02.3C-03.20 NTWTFF WHAN 203
05 REACING IN ELEN SCH CA.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTFF WHAN 203 ERCD ERNEST E
2* 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTHF WHAN 11A HILL
07 READINGS IN READING 02. C TC CA.O CR
PREREC 505 AND CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CUSEWBERY
C9 PRACTICUN IN READ CA.C TO C8.C CR
PREREC 521A,fi,ANC C, CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 TC eE ARRANGED FISHCC


























PRC8 ARITF ELEM SC





1 TC eE ARRANGED
SUP CF ST TEACH
1 08.30 -09.20
JUNE 22- JULY 17
READINGS -ELEM MATE
PREREG 415, 515
1 TC BE ARRANGED
DIAG ELEM MATH CIS
PREREC 515 CR C




1* TC BE ARRANGED
TCHR CCPPS STCS CN
2* 11.30 -12.20




1* TC EE ARRANGED
TCHR CCRPS STCS CN
2* 12.30 -01.20




1* TC BE ARRANGED
TCHR CCRPS STCS ON
2* 01.30 -02.20
TAKE AS UNIT WITH
NCTHING ELSE
KIND-FRI REACING
PREREC 337 CR C
1« 01.30 -02.20
PRCB EL SCH SCI
PREREC 441 CR A
1* 09.30 -10.20
LANG ARTS IN EL SC
1* 10.30 -11.20
SCC STUC IN EL SCF
1* 11.30 -12.30
ELEM PRINCIPALSHIF







1 TC BE ARRANGED
INC RES SUPERVISIC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES LANG ARTS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES SCIENCE
1 TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES READING
1 TC BE ARRANGED
INC RES SCC STUD
1 TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES ELEM EC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
IND RES ARITHMETIC




C4.C TC 12.0 CR

























42 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
MTWTHF WHAM 20fc











C2.C TO C4.C CR
N 02. C TO C4.C CR




02. TC 04. CR
C2.C TC C4.0 CR
02. TO 04.0 CR





















SLOAN FREC A JR
EEATTIE
42
575J INC RES PRC8 IN K-P
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST
1 TC RE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSEPTATICN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
2 TC BE ARRANGED
3 TC BE ARRANGED
02. C TC C4.C CR
C5.C TC C9.0 CR




























































































































































































































































01. 30-04. 20 N U F TECF A 41C
FUND REACTIVE SYST C4.0 CR
PREREC CHEM 1216 + ENGR 30CA OR
CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
02.30-03.20 V Vs F TECH A 206
02.3C-C4.2C T TECF B 42
SPECIAL INVESTIGAT C2.C TO C6.C CR
TC BE ARRANGED
SENINAR Cl.C TC C9.0 CR
TC BE ARRANGED




































03.3C-C4.20 T TF TECF A
GRAPFIC CCNMLNICAT C3.C
O9.30-1C.20 T TECF A
09.30-11.20 V F TECF A
09.3C-1C.20 T TECF
09. 30-11. 2C fc F TECF
09.3C-1C.20 T TECF
30-G4.20 fc F TECI-
3C-10.20 T TECF
30-C4.20 fc F TECF
GRAPFIC CLNMUMCAT C3.0
PREREC E T 102*
09.30-10.20 Vi TECF A
09.30-11.20 V TF TECF A
GRAPFIC CCMMUMCAT 03.0
PREREC E T 1C2E
O2.3O-C3.20 V* TECF A
02. 30-04. 2C M TF TECF A
ANALYTIC MECFANICS C3.C
PREREC MATF 15CB OP CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT
10.30-11.20 NTfeTFF TECF A 32C
11.30-12.20 fe TECF A 32C
JLNE 22-JLLY 26
ANALYTIC MECFAMCS C3.0 CR
PREREC E T 260*
10.3C-11.20 NTWTFF TECF A
11.30-12.20 fc TECF A
(JULY 29 - SEPT 4)
ANALYTIC MECHANICS C3.0 CR
PREREC E T 260B
1C.3C-11.20 N k F
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
PREREC MATH 15CB OR CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT
11.30-12.20 T TF
01.30-03.20 N k F
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
PREREC E T 304*
11.3C-12.20 T TF
01.30-03.20 V k F
(JULY 29 - SEPT 4)
ENGR MATERIALS C3.C CR

















12.30-01.20 MT TFF TECF A 111
01. 30-04.20 T TF TECF D 14
12.30-01.20 MT THF TECF A 111
08.30-11.20 T TF TECF D 14
JUNE 22-JLLY 28
ENGR *ATERIALS C3.0 CR
PREREC E T 311*
12.3C-01.20 MT TFF TECF A 111
01.30-04.20 T TF TECF C 14
44
2 L2.3C-C1.20 MT TEF TECE A 111
08.30-11.20 T TE TECH D 14
(JULY 29 - SEPT 4)
3134 EL HEAT PCWER C4.C CR
PREREC MATH 15CA
1 O3.3C-C4.20 NTfeTE TECE A 22C
318A HYCRALLICS C3.C CR
PREREC E T 260C
1 07. 30-08. 20 NTfcTEF TECE C 14A
08.3C-C9.20 V TECH D 14A
2 09.3C-10.20 NTWTEF TECE C 14A
08.30-C9.20 F TECE C 14A
JUNE 22-JLLY 28
318e HYCRALLICS C3.C CR
PREREC E T 318A
1 07.30-08.20 NT TEF TECE C 14A
08.3C-11.20 T TE TECE C 14A
2 08.30-09.20 M V* F TECE C 14A
07.3C-08.20 h TECE C 14A
01.30-C4.20 T TE TECE D 14A
JULY 29-SEPT 4
363A SURVEYING C4.C CR
PREREC NATE 1116, E T 1C2B
1 03.30-04.20 * fc TECE A 111
07.3C-10.20 MT TECE A 319
2 03.3C-C4.20 N k TECE A 111
01.3C-04.2C T TE TECE A 319
430 SPECIAL PRCBLENS C2.C TC C8.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CCCRCINATCR
1 TC eE ARRANGED
465A INDUSTRIAL SAFETY C4.C CR
PREREC JR STANCING
1 02.30-03.20 NTkTE TECE A 42C
r570 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
English (ENG)
3CCA GRAMMATICAL ANAL C3.C CR
1 07.3C-C8.20 NT TH 072C 116
2 09.3C-10.20 NT TE 072C lit
3 11.30-12.20 T TEF C72C 114
30CE GRAMMATICAL ANAL C3.0 CR
PREREC ENG 300A
1 09.3C-10.20 T TEF C72C 117
302e ENG LIT 1550-1750 C4.C CR
PREREC RECUIREC CF STUDENTS MTE
CCNCENTRATICN IN ENG
1 O8.3C-09.20 MT TEF AG 188
2 12.30-C1.20 MT TEF C72C 117
3C2C ENG LIT-AFTER 175C C4.C CR
PREREC REGUIREC CF STUDENTS VITH
CCNCENTRATICN IN ENG
1 11.30-12.20 MT TEF 072C 117
3C9A AMER LIT-TC 1860 C4.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 MT TEF 072C 117
309C AM LIT 1914-PRESENT C4.0 CR
1 01.30-02.20 MT TEF C72C 117
390 ADVANCE CCMPCSITICN C3.0 CR
PREREC C AVERAGE IN CSC 1C1, 1C2
AND GSC 103
1 10.30-11.20 M fcTE 072C HE
2 11.30-12.20 MT TE 072C 118
3 02.3C-03.20 MT TE 072C 117
4C0 INTRC-STRUCT LINGLI C4.0 CR
1 01.30-02.20 MT TEF 072C 118 FRIEND
403 HIST - ENG LANGUAGE C4.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 MT TEF 072C 117 RAINECfc
4C4C MID ENG LIT-CHAUCER C4.0 CR
1 02.3C-03.20 MT THF 072C 116 EATTCN





















































































































N DP C4.C CR
BE TAKEN SINGLY










































































GLISH C2.C TC C8.C CR
M h C72C 114
ENC C2.C TC C8.0 CR
N fe 072C 114
NCO C4.C CR
NT THF C72C 114
H C4.C CR
GED
GLISH C2.C TO C6.C CR




T TH C72C 114
LIT 04. C TC 12.0 CR
ENT CF CEFT
T TF C72C 116
IT 04. C TC. C8.C CR




N fc C72C 101
STICS 02. C TC C8.C CR
400 OR ECUIVALENT, CCNSENT
NSTRUCTCR
T TH 0721 101
04. C TC 12.0 CR
ENT. CF CEFT
T TH C72C 108
L OF SOCIAL PROTEST
PEAPE 04. C TC 12.0 CR
ENT OF CEPT
N k C72C 10E
S
ENS C4.C CR




T F 0721 101
H S C4.C CR
T TH 072C 108
HCOL C4.C CR
N fe 0721 101




LIT Cl.C TC C3.C CR
GED
LIT Cl.C TG C3.C CR
GED




























family Economics and Management (FE & M)
SCO FCNE fcC FCR PEh C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.20 P k F 1 EC 206
2 02.3C-C3.20 P V F h EC 206
)31 PQ^ F/SMLY RES C3.C CR
1 11.3C-12.2C P W7H F EC 2C6
2 11.3C-12.2C P k F h EC 206
)32 HCNE NGT PRACTICUN C4.G CR
PREREC 227, 331
1 TC efc ARRANGED
$41 CC^SO^ER PRGELEPS C4.C CR
1 01.30-02.20 MMF H EC 206
2 01.30-C2.20 PJV F H EC 206
inance (FIN)
320 INTRC TC ELS FIN C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 261, ECCN 215
1 08.3C-C9.20 MUFF M-/BN 3C6 POTTER
2 10. 30-11. 20 MMFF H EC 206 POTTER ROGER E
3 11.3C-12.20 MMFF V*hfiP 306 POTTER RCGFR E
INVESTNCNTS C4.0 CR
PREREC 32C CR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
09.3C-10.2C MMF F EC 201 ELSAIC HLSSEIN F
$71 BUSINESS LAV* I C4.0 CR
1 01.3C-C2.20 TMFF LARSON 201 SICVER
2 02.3C-C3.2C MMF VvFAN 206 FLEERLAGE
J72 BUSINESS LAK I I C4.0 CR
PREREC 371
12.3C-C1.20 MMF F EC 2CE FLEERLAGE
BUSINESS LAW III CA.CCR
PRFREC 371
03.30-04.20 TfcTFF GL 24 SLOVER
ood & Nutrition (F&N)
LOG FUNDANENT NUTRI C3.0 CR
1 07.3C-08.2C P W F F EC 203 KCMSFI
?47C SCFCCL LUNCF PROG C2.C CR
1 09. 00-04. CC MMFF TRUEBL IOC eECKER HENRIETTA E
JUNE 22-26
PEAL NANAGEVENT C4.0 CR
PREREC F + N 256
1 10.30-11.20 T TF F EC 1C7 eECKER HENRIETTA 6
il.3C-Cl.20 T TF H EC 105 EECKER HENRIETTA E
)71 FIELC EXPERIENCE 06. C CR
PREREC CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN + INSTR
TC BE ARRANC-EC EECKER HENRIETTA E
REC TRENCS IN FCCC C3.0 CR
PREREC F+N 320 OR ECUTVALENT
1* 03.3C-G4.2C P k F H EC 212 FARPER JENNIE P
READINGS C2.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC F+N 320 + CCNSENT OF CHAIRMAN
ANC INSTRUCTCR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FARPER JENNIE P
SPECIAL PROBLEMS C2.C TC C5.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEO KCMSFI
THESIS Cl.C TO C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRLCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGED KCMSFI
Foreign Languages (F L)
:rench (FR)
L61A FR FCR CRAC STUCENT CO.C CR
09.30-10.20 MMF AG 214
FR FCR GRAD STUCENT CO.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 MMF AG 214
IMERNECIATE FRFNICH C9.C CR
PREREC GSC 123-9 CR GSD 123C, CR
2 YRS HIGH SCFCCL
1 09.30-11.20 NT THF WFLR 113
09.30-10.20 k WFLR 113
10.30-11.20 fa 072C 121
16 IB















INTERfECIATE FRENCH C3.0 CR
PREREC FR 2C1A OR ECLIVALENT
11.3C-12.20 N U F WHLR 207
11.3C-12.20 T WCCCY 72C
INTERNECIATE FRENCH C3.0 CR



































F H EC lit
C2.C TO C6.0 CR
H EC 201
C TC C6.0 CR



































































































































































C2.C TC C9.0 CR
BE ARRANGED
Russian (RUSS)
161 RUSS GRAD STUD
1 01.30-02.20 M fe I
320 READING IN RUSS LIT
1 1C. 30-11. 20 T TH
CO.C CR




RUSSI/N PHCNETICS C3.C CR
PREREC RUSS 30EC
10.3C-11.20 K V F H EC 1C6 SHANKCVSKY
SCVIET RUSSIAN LIT C3.C CR
PREREC RUSS 30EC
11.3C-12.20 f V F UhLR 214 SHANKCVSKY
(SPAN)
SPAN CCNVERSATICN Cl.C CK
PREREC CCNCURRENT ENRLNT IN CSC 14C
10.3C-11.2C V* V.HLR 212
SPAN CCNVERSATICN Cl.C CR
PREREC CCNCURRENT ENRLNT IN CSC 140
12.3C-C1.20 V H EC 202
SPAN CCNVERSATICN C1.0 CR
PREREC CCNCURRENT EISRLVT IN CSC 14C
1C. 30-11. 20 W UHLR 113
SPAN FCR GRAC STUC CO.O CR
01.30-02.20 MUTE F EC 122
SPAN FCR GRAC STUC CO.C CR
01. 30-02. 2C F fe UHA^ 303
01.3C-C2.2C T TF H EC lCfc
INTERI*EC SPANISH C9.C CR
PREREC GSC 140 CR 2 YRS F.S. SPAN CR
ECUIV
09.3C-11.2C V h F H EC 203
09.30-11.20 T TECF A 3Ct
09. 30-10. 2C TF F EC 203
10.30-11.20 TF 072C 121
ACCELERATEC CCURSE
INTERfrEC SPANISH C3.C CR
PREREC GSC 140 CR 2 YRS F.S. SPAN OR
EGUIV
08.30-09.20 N fe F AG 17C
08.3C-09.2C TF 072C 121
ACCELERATED CCURSE
INTER SPAN CCNVER C2.C CR
PREREC GSC 140 CR 2 YRS F.S. SPAN CR
ECUIV
12.3C-C1.20 V fe WHLR 113
CPEN TC ALL 201 (S HR) +2C1C SUMMER STCS
SURVEV SPANISH LIT C3.C CR
PREREC SPAN 201
10.30-11.20 ^ Vs F VnHLR 207
ADV CCKP ANC CCNV C2.0 CR
1 09.3C-1C.20 N bTFF ^bfif 137
JUNE 22-JULY 31
TRAVEL-STUDY MEXICO C3.C CR
PREREC ACVANCEC STANDING IN SPANISH
1 TC BE ARR^NCEC
GEN TCFICS IN SPAN C3.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 H M F C72C 1C1
SEMNAR LAT A^ FICT C2.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 T TF WHLR 203
SEMINAR SP AUTFCR C2.0 CR
1 10.3C-11.20 M F WHLR 212
1C. 30-11. 20 T TF UFLR 214
JUNE 22-JULY 31
RESEARCF PRCELEMS C2.C TC C6.0 CR
1 TU BE ARRANGED
THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Forestry (FOR)
221 DENDRCLCGY C4.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 N> fc F AG 187
10.3C-12.20 T AG 187
59 TECH IN AC + FCREST C3.C TC 60. C CR
PREREC TRANSFER FRCP 2 YR PRCGRAK
1 TC BE ARRANGED ANDRESEN JCHN W
90 SPEC FRCB IN FCREST Cl.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED









































C4.C TC 16. C CR
DEPARTMENT






Cl.C TO C6.C CR
INSTRUCTOR
Cl.C TO C6.C CR





























ADV PHYSICAL GECG I
PREREC GECG 302 CR
TC BE ARRANGED
RESTRICTED TC NSF PARTICIPANTS
ADV PHYS GECG II
PREREC GECG 302 CR
08.3C-10.2C T
ADV CULT GEOG I


























































C4.C TC C6.G CR
CEPARTMENT
C2.C TC 10. C CR
C2.C TO 36. C CR
C2.C TC 36. C CR
C2.C TC 36.0 CR








430 PHYSICCRAFHIC N AM
PREREC GECL 22C
1 TC BE ARRANGED
C TO C9.C CR








INCEPENCENT STLCY Cl.C TO CA.C CR
PREREG GECL 22C , 22 1 ,ACVANCEC STANDING
TC BE ARRANGED
FIELD GECLCGV C9.C CR
PREREC GECL 302 ANC 315
TC BE ARRANGED LTGAARC
ADV FIELC GECLGGY C3.C CR
PREREG GECL 45CA
TC BE ARRANGED LTGAARC
ACVANCEC STUCIES C3.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH Cl.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT
TC BE ARRANGED
THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
TC BE ARRANGED
nment (GOVT)
AMERICAN NATL GCVT C4.C CR
08.3C-09.20 NT THE LAWSCN 131 KAHN
02.30-03.20 NTWTF WHAN 306
STATE LCCAL GCVT CA.C CR
PREREG 231 CR CSB 211E
07.30-08.20 TWTHF WF/N 112 RILEY
01.3C-C2.20 NT THF LAfcSCN 10 1 JACKSCN
DEV AN CCNSTITUTICN C5.C CR
PREREG GCVT 231
07.30-08.20 NTWTHF LAWSCN 101 TURNER
READINGS Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
TC EE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELC
TC BE ARRANGED SAPPENFIELD
ILL GCVERNNENT C2.0 CR
PREREG GCVT 232
C1.3C-02.2O T TH H EC 203 SAPPENFIELC
PUBLIC ADNIN C5.0 CR
PREREC GCVT 231
12.30-01.20 NTWTHF KHAN 306 SAPPENFIELC N N
PRCB-FUELIC ACNIN C3.G CR
PREREG GCVT 36C
09.3C-10.2C NT TH WHAN 302 TURNER
GCVERNNENT ANC LAW C4.C CR
PREREC GCVT 231
11. 30-12. 2C W CCNN 102C ISAKCFF
11.30-12.20 NT TH WHAN 226
PRESSLRE GRCLPS PCL C3.C CR
PREREC *
09.30-10.20 N W F 0862 1C2 KAHN
BLKS+fcFTS-ANER POL C4.0 CR
PREREC GSE 21 IE CR GCVT 231
02.30-03.20 NT THF LAWSON 221 JACKSCN
GCVT ANC LABCR C3.C CR
PREREC ECCN 215, CR CCNSENT CF'INSTR
08.30-09.20 N WTH CONN 1017 EDELNAN
STATE GCV ADN C3.0 CR
PREREC GCVT 232
09.3G-10.20 WTH C862 1C1 ISAKCFF
09.30-10.20 N 0875 102
INTERNATIONAL CRGAN CA.O CR
PREREC GSB 303
10.30-11.20 NT THF 0862 1C2 ABBASS
SCCPE NET CF GCVT C4.0 CR
PREREC 20CAND 2C FPS IN CCLRSES
NUNBEREC AECVE 3S9
10. 30-12. 20 T TH CONN 1017
NETH ENPIRICAL RES C3.C CR
PREREC GCVT 499 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
08.30-09.20 N W F PhV SC 278 EVERSCN
SENINAR GCVT PRCB CA.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
01.30-C4.2C W CONN 2012 LEVINE
1 HR TEA WECNESDAY




5C6 POLITICAL BEHAVIOR C4.C CR
FREREC GCVT 415 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.3C-C4.20 N W WHAN 302 NILLER
5C8 SEN-INTERNAL REL C4.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.3C-12.2C N W WHAN 3C7 CHCU
513 SEN CCNST L AV\ C4 .C CR
PREREC GCVT 395 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.3G-C4.2C T TH h EC 118
521 READINGS Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT GF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
2 TC 6E ARRANGED
53C INTERNSP PUR AFF C4.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEFARTNENT
1 TC EE ARRANGED
595 INDIVICLAL RESEARCH C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC GCVT 499 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC HE ARRANGED NELSCN
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC GCVT 499 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NELSCN
6C0 DISSERTATION Cl.C TU 48. C CR
PREREC NIN CF 26 HRS TC EE EARNED FCR
CCC CF FHIL DEGREE
























































SIC PRIN CF GUIC
REREC GUIC 305
12.3C-C2.2C
















S + ANAL CF EXPE
REREC GUID 506
09.30-10.20
INFL CF LEAF-N T
REREC ADVANCEC
01.30-C3.2C





































LAWSON 151 BLLNENFELC GER
LAWSCN 141 eLUNENFELO GER
C4.0 CR








TC 12. C CR
ENT CF
WHAN 319





















530 STANDARDIZED TEST C4.C CR
PRFREC GUIC 505
1* 10.3C-12.20 T TF fcFAN 301E BRADLEY RICHARD V>
532A INCIV NEAS TFECRY C4.C CR
PREREC GUIC 505 Ai\L~ CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 06.00-C9.CC PM TF WHAM 229 CALY GILLIAN C
532e INCIV NEAS AFPPAIS C4.0 CR
PREREC GUIC 532A
1 06. 00-09. CC ?f V WHAN 229 ANeLE BRUCE RCY
i37A CCUNSEL TFECR— PRAC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF EEPARTNENT
1* 02.30-C4.2C V W WFAN 319 NEEK CLINTCN RCSCCF
41 CCCUP INF 4 GUIC C4.C CK
PREREC GUIC 442
1* 11.3C-12.2C NTWTFF WFAN 31? RANP kAYNE S
43 GUIC TFrtCUGH GRCUPS C4.C CR
PREREC GUIC 442
1* 1C. 30-12. 20 N W WFAC 329 ALTEKRUSE
45N SEN-PSYC FCUNC - ED C4.C CR
1* 09.30-11.20 I* W TECF E 2C CEICFNANN
484 PRACT IN SEC GUIC C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG GUIC 537 ANE CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 03.3C-C5.20 T TF WFAN 212
48E PRACT IN ELEN GUIC C2.C TC C4.C CR
P*EREG GUIC 537 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTK
1* 03.30-05.20 W F WFAN 3Ci
48C PRAC IN COUNSELING C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC 8E ARRANGED GRAFF
548C PRAC IN SCHCCL PSYC C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC EE ARRANGED SULZER
53 ORG + AC CF GUIC C2.C TO 04.0 CR
PREREC GUIC 537
1* 12.3C-C1.20 NTWTFF WHAN 326 CRAFF
62A HUN CEV IN EC-CFILC C4.C CR
PREREC ADVANCEC STANCING
1* 01.3C-C3.3C M WHAN 329 CEICFNANN
68 TCP SEN-CCUN + GUIC C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 O1.30-C3.2C T TF WHAN 321 ERACLEY
580 TCP SEN-STAT + MEAS C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC INSTRUCTORS PERNISSICN
1* 09. 30-12. CO N W CL 326
81 INTERN-CCUNS + GUIC Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC GUIC 548C
1 TC EE ARRANGED
590 SEN - BEFAV FCONDAT C2.C CR
PREREC FCRNAL ADMISSION TO CCCTOR CF
PER STUDIES
1* 09.30-11.20 N WHAN 301A CODY
596 INDEP INVESTIGATICN C2.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC INSTRUCTORS PERMISSION
1* 03.3C-05.CC T TF WFAN 112
597 INDEPENDENT STUCY 01. C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPARTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
>99 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
'CO DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
iealth Education (H ED)
101 H ED CCNCEPTS ACV C4.0 CR
PREREC
1 11.30-12.20 NTWTH ARENA 119 VINCENT RAYNCND J
I02S DRIVEP-TRAFF SAFETY C4.0 CR
PREREC A VALID DRIVERS LICENSE
1 07.30-08.20 NTWTH L-APS 136 COCLEY
»05 PRIN-FCUNC H EC C4.C CR
















































CIS PREVENT + CCNTR
11.30-12.20 MTfcTH
foKSHCF CR ED TR S4F C3
PREREC H EC 302 CR ECU
01. 30-05. CO KTWTHF
DRIV + TRAF SAFE ED
PREREG HEC 302S
08.30-C9.20 NTVvTHF





































.C TO C8.C CR
H EC IOC CR ITS ECUIV




01. 20-04. AC HTfcTHF
JULY 13-AUGUST 7








PREREC H ED 433S OP CC
11.30-12.20 HTfeTFF
FLC KK SCH CCPP HEA 02
PREREC RESTRICTED TC H
* TC BE ARRANGED
H TCH-SCHCCL CCNM
PREREC H EC 305,471 CR
INSTRUCTOR
* 08. 30-09. 20 NTfcTHF
CRG CCK FCR HTH EC
TC BE ARRANGED
PRACT H ED WKSHCP
11.30-12.20 MTKTHF
JULY 13-AUGUST 7
CUR LIT IN HTH ED
TC BE ARRANGED




PROB RES ACCIC PREV


















.C TC C4.C CR






























L-APS 135 AARCN JAPES £
54
533A HLNAN CONSERVATION C4.0 CR
PREREG PERNISSICN CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 08-30-09.20 NTWTHF ARENA 121 GRISSCN * RICFARCSCN
5330 HUNAN CCNSERVATICN C4.C CR
PREREC H EC 533
1 TC BE ARRANGED RICHARCSCN + GRISSCN
597A SEN IN EEC + SAFETY Cl.C CR
L TC EE ARRANGEC ECYDSTCN DCNALC N
597E SEN IN EEC + SAFETY Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED BGYDSTCN DCNALD N
97C SEN IN FED + SAFETY Cl.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED ECYCSTCN DCNALC N
399 THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC ECYCSTCN DCNALC N
5CC DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC NUST MEET NIMNUN REG UF 36
HRS FCR PF C CEGPEE
1* TC BE ARRANGED ECVDSTCN DCNALD N
Higher Education (HIED)
510 HIGHER ECUC IN U S C4.C CR
1* 07.3C-C8.2C NTWTHF WHAN 201 HAWLEY
il2 HIED-SELECT NATIONS C4.C CR
1* 11.3C-12.2C NTWTHF KHAN 205 CALDWELL
'513 ORGAN + ACNIN-HIEC C4.C CR
1* 1C. 30-11. 20 NTWTHF KHAN 212 NCCRE
il6 COL STLDENT-CULTUPE C4.0 CR
1* 01.3C-C4.20 W WHAN 312 CASEBEER
Cb.3C-C9.2G T TH H EC 201
il8 CCLLEGE TEACHING C4.G CR
1* 09.3C-1C.20 NT*TFF WHAN 319 NCCRE
i22 READINGS Cl.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
2* TC BE ARRANGED
3* TC BE ARRANGED
i23£ INTFRN-CCLL TEACH Cl.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1* TO BE ARRANGED HILL + TCLLE
i23e INTERN-STUCENT PERS Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF CEPT
1* TC BE ARRANGED CASEeEER
i23C INTERN-CCLLEGE AON Cl.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT
1* TC BE ARRANGED NOCRE
524 INDIVICLAL STUDY C2.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTOR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
2* TC BE ARRANGED
3* TC BE ARRANGED
S35E PRCB IN CTR ACNIN C2.C CR
1* 06.3C-C9.20 NTWTHF C871 101 KING
5351 JR CCLLEGE ACNIN C2.0 CR
1 01.3C-C3.20 NTWTHF WHAN 307
JUNE 29-JULY 1C
545R SENINAR-SCCICLCGY C3.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF 0871 102 HAWLEY
!>65 CCNNLMT-JR CCLLEGE C4.0 CR
1* 10.30-11.20 NTWTHF WHAN 3C2 T0LL6 CCNALD J
589 ADVANCED RESEARCH C4.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC EE ARRANGED
595 HIED SENINAR III Cl.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC EE ARRANGED RCBINSCN
ADVANCED CCCTCRAL STUCENTS
599 THESIS 01. C TO C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
500 CISSERTATICN Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
PREREC NIMNUM OF 26 HRS TO EE EARNEC
FCR DOCTOR CF PHIL
1* TC eE ARRANGED
June 22—August 14 55
History (HIST)
322C ENG HIST-SINCE 1815 C4.C CR
1 OS. 30-09. 2C NT THF C72C 101 CHERRY GECRGE
333A EARLY NCCERN EURGFb C3.0 CR
1 12.3C-01.20 N VTF WHAN 202 HALL
333C ELR HIST-2GTH CENT C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 N fc F C72C 102 MCFARLIN
352E LATIN ANER- I NC EPENO C3.C CR
1 01.30-02.20 NT TF V«FAN 208 WERLICH CAVIC
401E HIST CF SCLTH C3.C CR
1 10.30-11.20 T THF LAWSCN 221 NLRPHY
1850-19CC
4C9E US CCNSTITOT HIST C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 T THF H EC 116 CARRCTT
1830-1912
410 SPECIAL READINGS C2.C TC C5.0 CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
411E U S SCC-1M-19TH C C3.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 N W F 072C 1C2 ADANS
1830-1900
420 FRENCH REVCLLTICN C3.C CR
1 08.30-C9.20 N Uh H EC 206 HALL
452 RESEARCH + THESIS C3.0 CR
1 08.30-C9.20 T THF C72C 1C2 NURPFY
463E HISTCPV CF FRANCE C3.C CR
PREREC 6 HRS CF 30C LEVEL SCC SCI CR
CCNSENT CF LEPARTNENT
1 09.3C-10.20 N WTH 072C 1C 1 HALL
464E HIST GER SINCE 1815 C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 T THF H EC 102 CETWILER
465R REV RLSS SINCE 19C5 C3.0 CR
1 1C.3C-11.2C N W F 072C 102 NCFAPLIN
4756 DICTATCRSHIP-LTN AW C3.C CR
1 10.30-11.20 N WTF 072C 101 GARDINER
510 READING IN HISTCRV C2.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPARTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
512 STUDIES-NCC EUR HIS C4.C CR
PREREC HIST 43CA* E CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1 01.30-C4.20 TH PHY SC 41C DETWILER
515A SEN 2CTH CEN US HIS C4.C CR
1 12.3C-02.20 fe F WHAN 212 ALLEN HCWAPC
518 ENG AGE GLCR REV C4.0 CR
1 09. 30-10. 2C N 072C 117
09.30-10.20 V, F 072C life
524A SEN ANER CCNST HIST C4.C CR
1 01.30-04.20 T PHY SC 41C CARRCTT
575A STUDIES-LATIN ANEF C4.C CR
1 01.30-04.20 N WHAN
'
3C1B GARDINER
599 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSEPTATICN Cl.C TC 48.0 CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
Home and Family (H & F)
571 RFC RESEARCH H EC C4.0 CR I
1* 12.30-02.20 NTWTHF H EC 5 JCHNSTCN 8ETTV * E
JULY 20-AUG 14
572 SPECIAL PRCBLENS 02. C TC C5.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED JCHNSTCN + ZUMCH >
599 THESIS 02. C TO C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED JOHNSTCN+ZUN ICH
j
Home Economics (H EC)
387 SPEC PRCB-HCNCRS C2.C TO C8.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
388 RES INVESTIGATICN 02. C TO C8.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
56
fome Economics Education ( HEED
)
C9£ PRCGR/!N PLANNING C3.C CR
PREREC GLIC 305, S EC 31C
1 03.30-04.20 V Vv F h EC 12C ECCELPAN
SPECIAL FRCBLFNS C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC
1 TC BE ARRANGED KCCRE
RESTRICTED TC TFCSE TAKING 371 CQN'CURREN
TLY
71 FIELC EXPERIENCE C6.C CR
PREREC 37C
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CN SITE INNER CITY TRAINING
1 REACUCS 02. C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR AND CHAIRMAN
CF CEPAPTVEfvT
1 TC EE ARRANGED
B5 PRIN-FFIL VC TEC EC C3.C CR
PREREC STUCENT TEACHING CR CONSENT CF
LEP/SRTNENT
1 08. 30-10. 20 NTMFF TECF A 4CS
JUNE 22 - JULY 17
KCRKSFCP C4.C CR
1 07.30-09.20 NTfeTFF H EC 133 FULTS ANNA CARCL
JUNE 22 - JULY 17 WAGE EARNINGS IN FIGF
SCFCCL
2 07.30-C9.2C f'TfcTHF H EC 133 KEENAN DCRCTFY N
JULY 2G-ALGUST 14 CCNCEFTS AND
GENERALIZATICN
3 09.30-11.20 NTfcTFF H EC 133
JUNE 22-JULY 3 HONE ECCN RELATEC CCCUPA
4 09. 20-11. 20 KTfcTHF F EC 133 FILTS
JULY ^0 - JULY 31 PRCGPAN PLAN-VOC ED
INTER VCC CCCP ED C3.C CR
PREREC STUCENT TEACHING
1 10. 20-12. 20 NTMHF TECF A ACE
RECENT RESEARCH 04. C CR
1 01. 30-03. 20 PTfcTFF H EC 122A KEENAN
JULY 2C-AUG 14
SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02. C TC Cb.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
SEM-RES IN HC^E EC C1.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRLCTGR
I* 03.30-04.20 TH H EC 133A
THESIS 02. C TC C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FULTS
)0 DISSERTATION 03. C TO 48. C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FULTS
terior Design (ID)
n INTRC TC CESIGN C3.C CR
1 10.3C-12.20 V fe h EC 302 GREENE
11 HC^E FURNISH + INT C3.C CR
PREREC 131 CR ECUIV CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1 08.30-10.20 T TH H EC 302 GREENE
UC INTERfECIATE IC C5.0 CR
PREREC IC 391B
1 07.3C-C9.20 N fc F H EC 304 GREEN
4 PROFESSIONAL PRACT C4.C CR
PREREC ID 391C GR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 fTWTH H EC 304 NORAN
'6 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02. C TO C5.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
dustrial Technology (IT)
pO ORIENTATION 02. CR
1 03.30-04.20 T TH TECH A Hi














































































































































































































TEF TECE A 222
Instructional Materials
308 INTRC TC CATA
1* 01.3C-C2.2




407 BASIC REF SCO
1* 11.30-12.2
413 CAT CF NCN-BC
PREREC 30fi
1* 12.3C-C1.2










420 SCH LIB ACT-P
PREREC 308
1* 07.3C-C8.2










































































45 PREP TEACH-NACE M£T C4.C CR
PREREC 417 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* 07.30-09.20 fTMhF PULL 307 EDWARCS SETH J
2* 10.3C-12.2C NTWTHF PULL 307 EDWARDS
50 CLASSRCCN TV TCFG C4.0 CR
1 08.3C-10.2C NTWTHF LAkSCN 101 PLAMNC CARL
12.3C-C2.2C NTWTHF LAWSON 121
AUG 17 - AUG 28
510 NASS CCNN IK ECUC C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF PULL 316 eUTTS CCRDCN K
514 SUR-RES + DEV IK IN C4.0 CR
PREREC 405, 406, 417 CR CCNSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1 09. 30-10. 2C NTWTHF PULL 318 FLETCHER 4 WENDT
546 INTEG A-V MATERIALS C4.C CR
PREREC 417, CONSENT CF INSTRLCTCR
1* 1C.3C-11.20 NTWTHF PULL 31E IKGLI
54 ADNIN IKST NAT CEN C4.C CR
PREREC 403
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF PULL 318 WENDT
576 PRCB IKST NAT C2.C TO C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1* TC EE ARRANGED
99 THESIS C5.C TO C9.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
)00 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
1* TO BE ARRANGED
ournalism (JRNL)
.01 INTRC TC JCURN I C3.C CR
1 09.3C-10.20 ¥ W F WHAN 308 CLAYTON CHARLES C
02 INTRC TC JCURN II C3.C CR
1 07.3C-08.2C N W F LAWSCN 201 CLAYTCN CHARLES C
!C3 THE NEWS C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 101, 1C2 CR 345, 346
1 07.30-08.20 ¥ F C834 1C1
07.30-09.20 W 0834 101
2 10.30-11.20 ¥ W C834 101
10.30-12.20 TH 0834 101
01 NEWSWPIT EDIT I C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 203
1 08.30-C9.20 F TECH A 21C GRCTTA
2 08.30-09.20 F TECH A 21C GRCTTA
02 NEWSWPIT EDIT II C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 203
1 08.30-C9.20 ¥ F 0834 101
* 07.30-08.20 T TH 0834 101
03 NEWS + ECIT III C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 301 ANC 3C2
1 08. 30-09. 2C TH 0834 1C1 GRANATC LECN/iRC A
30 EDITORIAL WRITING C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 303
1 09.30-10.20 ¥ W F 0869 101 STCNECIPHER
45 HIST CF JCURN C3.C CR
1 01.30-02.20 ¥ W F TECH A 222 HART JIN ALLEE
(70 PRIN CF ADVERTISING C3.0 CR
PREREC JRNL 101, 1C2 CR 345, 346
1 09.30-10.20 N W F CONN 102C ROCHE
171 ADVERTISING SALES C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 37C
1 02.30-03.20 ¥ W F CONN 102C ROCHE BRUCE
172 AD CCPY LAYOUT PRCD C5.0 CR
PREREC JRNL 37C
1 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF 0869 101
09.30-10.20 T TH 0869 101
173 ADV NECIA + NARKETS C3.C CR
PREREC JRNL 37C
1 12.30-01.20 ¥ W F TECH A 31C
>76 ADVER CANPAIGNS C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT
1 01.30-02.20 fH TECH A 308 LYNN























NP PRCC MANAGEMENT C3.0 CR
PREREC JRNL 202
09.30-10.20 P Mi-
ll. 30-12. 20 P fe F
NP PRCC MANAGEMENT
PREREC JRM 383A
10.30-11.20 P k F
12.30-01.20 P fc F
ADVANCED REPCRTING
PREREC JRM 303






PREREC LAST CTR MAJCRS
11.3C-12.20 T
JRM 399 UNITED TC GRADUATING SENIORS
TEACh FS JRM /P/ C3.C CR
12.30-01.20 TkTHF TECF C 131
PRACTICUM C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
TC 8E ARRANGED
MASS CCMM THECRY C4.C CR
PREREC JRM 433B CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
06.00-09.15 PM T hHAN 137
RESEARCH PRCB-JRNL Cl.C TC 04.0 CR
TC 8E ARRANGED
SENINAR-JRNL FIST C3.C CR




















Cl.C TO C8.C CR
Cl.C TC 48. C CR
C4.C CR170 INTR TC BUS ACMN
PREREC FRESHMEN ANC SCPHCMCRES CMY
1 11.30-12.20 MTfcTHF WHAM 20/
340 BUS-CPG AND MGT C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 2C1E ANC C, CR ECUIVALENT-
JR STANCING CR CCNSENT
1 09.30-10.20 MTkTFF LAkSON 141
345 INF SYST-CCMP FUNC C4.0 CR
PREREC ACCT 261, MGT 34C CR FIN 320
CR MKT 301, CR CCNSENT
1 09.30-11.20 P fc AG 224
361 RESEARCH IN EUS ACM C4.0 CR
PREREC MGT 340, GSC 102, 103, GSC 11C
CR EGUIV CR CCNSENT
1 02.30-04.20 P CL 24
02.30-04.20 V* CL 109
380 PRCDUCTICN MGT C4.0 CR
PREREC MGT 340,345, MATH 15CA GR
ECUIV. CR CCNSENT
1 12.30-02.20 M F CL 109
385 PERSCNNEL MGT 04. CR
PREREC MGT 340, GSC 11C CR ECUIVALENT
, CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07.30-09.20 t phy SC 116
07.30-09.20 TH LAfcSON 131
430 CRGAMZ BEHAVICR I C4.C CR
PREREC MGT 340, GSC 11C CR ECUIVALENT
, CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.30-02.20 T TH H EC 102
440 THE MGT PROCESS C4.0 CR
PREREC MBA STUCENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED














52 BUS CFERATICNS ANAL C4.C CR
PREREC MGT 340, 451 CR NATH 15C CR
GSC 110,ECUIV.CR CCNS.
1 1C.3C-12.20 fe F fcHAN 22fc
74 MGT RESP IN SCCIE7Y C4.C CR
PREREC MGT 340, SR STANLING CR
CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07.3C-C9.2C h F toHAN 303
79 PRCBS ELS AND ECCN C4.C CR
PREREC 340, ECCN 215,308 CR 408 CR
ECLIV, NKTG 3C1 CR EC.
1 07.30-09.20 M CL 32t
07.3C-09.20 F CL 24
2 02.3C-04.20 H F CL 1CS
80 REC PPC6-LABCR LAk C4.C CR
PREREC FIN 371 CR ECCN 310 CR GCVT
395, CR CCNSENT CF INST
1 02.3C-C4.20 T TF WHAN 201
81 ADMINISTRATIVE PCL C4.C CR
PREREC NGT 340, FIN 32C, MKTG 301 CR
EGUIV, » SR STANCING
1 O7.3C-C9.20 M AG 22C
07.3C-C9.20 fe AG 18£
2 09.30-11.20 T TF CL 109
3 12.3C-02.20 T TF WH/>N 202
85 PRCBS PERS MGT C4.C CR
PREREC NGT 385, ECCN 3C£ CR 408, MGT
361
1 12.3C-C2.20 fc CL 1C9
12.30-02.20 F CL 326
larketing (MKTG)
CI MKTG FUNDAMENTALS C4.C CR
PREREC ECCN 214, ACCT 251A
1 11.3C-12.2C MTfcTF LAfeSCN 131
PRCMCTICNAL CCNCEFT C4.C CR
PREREC MKTG 301
1 09.3C-10.20 MTfcTF LAWSON 221
MKTG PES * ANAL C4.0 CR
PREREC MKTG 301, GNE CCLRSE IN
STATISTICS
1 10.30-11.20 NTfcTF LAfcSCN 201
o SALES MNAGEPENT C4.0 CR
PREREC MKTG 362
1 08.3C-1C.2C M V kFAN 201
INC MARKETING PGMT C4.C CR
PREREC f'KTG 363
1 08.30-10.20 M CL 1C9
08.30-10.20 Vf H EC 2C6
ADVERTISING NANAG C4.C CR
PREREC ^KTG 363, MKTG 39C
1 01.30-03.20 M U WHAM 201
MARKETING POLICIES C4.C CR
PREREC ACCT 261, MKTG 363, 390, PLUS
4HRS IN MKTC, SEMCR
1 10.3C-12.20 P t« TECF A 41C
lathematics (MATH)














June 22—August 14 61
C5>.0 CR
P FS ECLIV
MTfcTFF TECF A 208
MTViTFF TECF A 208
MTWFF 0875 101
MTfcTFF TECF A 208
MTWTFF TECF A 322
MTWTFF TECF A 306
C5.0 CR
MTWTFF TECF A 308
MTfcTFF TECH A 208
M TECF A 32C






































































































































































































































































CR CCNSENT CF DEPARTN
N WTF TECF A 21C
C3.0 CR






















CR CCNSENT CF DEPT
N WTFF TECF A 322
62
28A BCCL ALC-SWI TFEORY C3.C CR
PREREC 301 CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 11.3C-C1.20 T TECF A A1C
12.3C-C1.20 P fcTFF TECF A A1C
JUNE 22-JULY 28
28E BCCL ALG-Sfcl TFECPY C3.C CR
PREREC PATH A28A
1 11.30-01.20 T TECF A A1C
12.30-01.20 H fcTFF TECF A A1C
JULY 29-SEPT A
42 SURVEY CF GECPETRY CA.O CR
1* 01.30-02.20 P WH/SP 326
01.30-02.20 TfeTHF WFAP 32S
2* 01.30-02.20 T TFF WHAN 201
01.30-02.20 P W TECF A 422
NATICNAL SCIENCE FCUNCATICN STCS CNLY
55C ADV PATF-PHYS SCI C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 305B CR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 OB. 30-09. 20 TW F PHY SC 258
83A INTRC PATH STAT C3.C CR
PREREC PATH 252B
1 09.30-11.20 T TECF A 21C
1C. 30-11. 20 P kTHF TECF A 21C
JUNE 22-JULY 28
83E INTRC PATH STAT C3.0 CR
PREREC PATH A83A CR PATF A8C*, A21A
ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.30-11.20 T TECF A 21C
10.30-11.20 P V<TFF TECF A 21C
JULY 29-SEPT A
AO GRCUP ANC LIN TRANS CA.C CR
PREREC PATH AAC CR ECUIV
1* 08.30-C9.20 PTfcTFF TECF A 308
NATICNAL SCIENCE FOUNCATICN STCS ONLY
A3 PRCB FCR TEACHERS CA.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT CR INSTITUTE
CIRECTCR
1* 09.30-10.20 PTfcTFF TECH A 32C
NATICNAL SCIENCE FCUNCATICN STCS CNLY
A5 INTER ANAL HS TEACH CA.O CR
1* 10.30-11.20 PTVTFF TECF A 222
NATICNAL SCIENCE FCUNCATICN STCS ONLY
50A SEPINAP IN ALGEBRA C3.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 01.30-02.20 P HTF TECF A 32C
50C SEPINAR IN ANALYSIS C3.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 08.30-C9.20 PT THF TECF D 131
50C SEP IN PRCB + STAT C3.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1* 02.30-03.20 P fcTFF TECH A 322
50G SEPINAR-TCPCLCGY C3.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 09.30-10.20 PTkTHF PHY SC 278
92 RESEARCH-PATH ECUC C2.C TC CA.O CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT CHAIRPAN
1* 02.3C-C3.20 P V* F ViHAP 202
95A SP PRCJ ALGEERA Cl.C TC 10.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
95E SP PRCJ GECPETRY Cl.C TO 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
[95C SP PRCJ ANALYSIS Cl.C TO 10.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
95C SP PRCJ PRCB STAT Cl.C TC 10. C CR
i TC BE ARRANGED
95E SP PRCJ PATH ECUC Cl.C TC 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
95F SP PRCJ LCGIC FCU Cl.C TO 10. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
95G SP PRCJ TCPCLCGY Cl.C TC 10.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
June 22—August 14 63
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
6CC DISSERTATION
1 TC EE ARRANGED
Cl.C TC C9.C CR
C3.C TC 18. C CR
Microbiology (MICR)
39C UNCERGRAD RES FART C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC A. CO GPA IN MCR AND/CR
CCNSENT OF CEPAR1MENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
511 RESEARCH
1 TC BE ARRANGED
528 READINGS IN MCRG
1 TC BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 CISSERTATICN
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
Cl.C TC 15.0 CR
Cl.C TO 10. C CR
C3.C TC C9.C CR








































































































































































M h KINGSBURY RCEERl
T THF
INSTRLCTCR



















01. C TC 04.0 CR
R SECONDARY CCNC OR
MUS FACULTY
Cl.C TO C4.C CR
R SECONDARY CCNC OR
FUS FACULTY
Cl.C TO C4.0 CR
R SECONDARY CCNC OR
MUS FACULTY
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
R SECONDARY CCNC OR
MUS FACULTY
Cl.C TO C4.C CR
















40F PRIV APP MS-CECE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CONC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED FUSSEY GECRGE A
40G PRIV APP MS-CLAR Cl.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED CLDFIELD
40F PRIV APP MS-BASSCN Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CONC CR
CCNSENT OF MS FACLLTV
1 TC BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA LAWRENCE J
401 PRIV APP MS-SAX Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED INTRAVAIA
40J PRIV APP MS-PERCLS Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CONC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACLLTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED FANES
40K PRIV APP MS-PIANC Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED MELLER + WERNER
2 TC BE ARRANGED EARwlCK
AOL PRIV APP MS-F HORN Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED STI^AN + NACAF
<^ PRIV APP MS-TRUKF Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT CF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED LEPASTERS CCNALC C
40N PRIV AFP MS-TREGNE Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SFCCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSFNT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIPAN + NADAF
AOC PRfv APP MS-TUBA Cl.C TC CA.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC OR
CCNSENT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGEO STIfAN + NADAF
AOP PRIV APP MS-BATCNE Cl.C TC CA.C CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CCNC CR
CCNSENT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED STIMN 4 NAOAF
AOC PRIV APP MS-VCICE Cl.C TC CA.O CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CONC CR
CCNSENT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED KAGEFF
40S PRIV APF MS-hARPCH Cl.C TC CA.O CR
PREREC MS CCNC CR SECCNCARY CONC CR
CCNSENT OF MS FACULTY
1 TC BE ARRANGED EEDFCRC
00 FUNDAMNTALS-MSIC C3.0 CR
1* 09.3C-1C.2C KT TFF ALTG 2Ac TAYLCR
40 PRIV APP MS Cl.C TC CA.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PFEVICLS LEVEL CN
SA*E INSTR CR CCNSENT
(See Music 140 for listing)
COB EL METH-NCN KAJ A-6 C3.C CR
PREREC 20C CR EQUIVALENT
1* 11.30-12.20 HI TFF ALTG 2AE MFUGH
COC EL FETH-NCN PAJ K-3 C3.0 CR
PREREC 200 CR EQUIVALENT
1* 1C. 30-11. 20 HI TFF ALTG 2AE MMGF
C5I INSTRLMNTAL PRtB C3.0 CR
1* 12.30-C1.20 HI TFF ALTG 10c KOENIGSTEIN MCHCLAS
G9A ARRANGING 02.0 CR
PREREC 105C
1* 10.30-11.20 M W F ALTG 116 KOENIGSTEIN MCHCLAS
12A CCMPCSITICN C2.C CR
PREREC 205C









(JUNE 23 - JULY 29)





























01. C TC C4.C CR
3 CTRS *T PPEVICLS LEVEL CN
SAKE INSTR CR CCNSENT
(See Music 140 for listing)
CPERA WCRKSHCP C2.C TC 36. C CR
TC BE -ARRANGEO
CCLRSE WILL MEET IN APKANSAS JLNE22 JUL
Y31
MUSIC THEATRE WKSFP C2.C TO 36. C CR
08.30-12.20 PTWTHF AG 102
07.0C-10.C0 PM MTWTHF AG 102
JUNE 18-AOGUST 8
MUSIC HIST + LIT C3.0 CR












JUNE 23 - JULY 29
CHAMBER MUS-STRING
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CHAMBER MUS-WCCCWND
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CHAMEER MUS-ERASS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
CCLLEGIUM MUSICUM C2.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC MUSIC CCNCEfs TRAT ICN AND/OR
CCNSENT OF CEPARTMENT
1* TC EE ARRANGED
MUS ECUC PRACTICUF




1 TC EE ARRANGED
PRIV APP MUS
PREREC
Cl.C TC C3.0 CR
C2.C CR
Cl.C TO C4.0 CR
3 CTRS H PPEVICLS LEVEL CN
SAFE INSTR CR CCNSENT
(See Music 140 for listing)
INTERMEDIATE CCMP C2.C CR
PREREC 312C ANC CCNSENT CF CEPARTMENT
1* TC BE ARRANGED
TEACH GEN CLASS MLS C3.C CR
1* 10.30-11.20 MT THF ALTG 106
CHCRAL MAT + TECH 03. CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTGR
1 09. 00-12. CO MTWTH H EC 14CB
07. 00-10. CO PM MTWTH H EC 14CB
JUNE 28- JULY 2 -MEETS SUNDAY ALSO
MUSIC PRCCUCTICNS C2.C TC 12.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED













2 TC BE ARRANGED
READINGS IN THEORY
1 TC BE ARRANGED
READ IN HIST 4 LIT
1* TC BE ARRANGED
READ IN MUS EDUC




PREREC CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
02.0 TC C6.C CR



















2 08. 30-12. CO NTWTFF C555 203 ECTTJE + CLDFIELC
07.CC-C9.3C PM MTWTHF 0555 2C3
JUKE 22-JULY 3 + JULY 2C-ALC 1
:i INT GF-AC ST IN NUS C3.C CR
1* 01.3C-C3.2C N W Lie 217 EARWICK
32B ANALYTIC TECFMCUES C2.C CR
PREREC MS 5C2A
1 12.3C-C1.2C T TE ALTC 24E NEULLER 4 WERNER
J3 MUSIC EC RESEARCH C3.C TC C4.C CR
1* 02.30-0A.20 T TE ALTC 106 CORCCN RCCERICK C
:A RENAISSANCE MUSIC C3.0 CR
1* 01.3C-C2.2C T TE ALTC 24E EARWICK
01.3C-C3.2C F ALTC 24fc
38 20TH CENTURY MUSIC C3.C CR
1 12.3C-C1.3C N W F ALTC 248 MUELLER * WERNER
;S HIST -» PFIL NUS EC C3.C CR
1* 11.3C-12.2C MTbTHF ALTC 1C6 FLCYC
JUNE 23-JULY 29
I ACV CCNFCSITICN C2.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC 312C, 342C, AND CCNSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1* TC RE ARRANGED eCTTJE WILL C
C PRIV ^ P F NUS Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC 3 CTRS AT PREVIOUS LEVEL CN
SANE INSTR CR CCNSENT
(See Music 140 for listing)
6 ACV CCNCLCTING C2.C TC C6.C CR
1 TC RE ARRANGED SIENER
2 TC eE ARRANGED KINGSBURY RCEERT W
3 TC BE ARRANGED STRCUC
SEN-NLS EDUC C2.C TC C3.C CR
1* 01.3C-C3.2C M W ALTG IC6 FCUSE
6 INST ENSENBLE Cl.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC eE ARRANGED SIENER + STRCLD
7 VCCAL ENSENBLE Cl.C TC 12. C CR
1 TL BE ARRANGED KINGSBURY
8 CP.ERA WCRKSHCP C2.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED LAWRENCE NARJCRIE
CCURSE WILL NEET IN ARKANSAS JUNE 22-JUL
Y 31
2 TC eE ARRANGED TAYLCR + HANES
8 GRADUATE RECITAL C6.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED GCRDCN
9 THESIS C3.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CURCCN RCCERICK C
ilosophy (PHIL)
ELEM ETHICS C4.C CR
1 01.30-02.20 NTWTF E EC 2C8 FOWIE JCHN
BLACK SCCIAL PHIL C3.C CR
PREREC JR STANCING CR PERMISSION CF
DEFT
1 O2.3C-C3.20 N V* F F EC 2C1 ALLEN
SPECIAL PRC6LENS C2.C TC C5.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INST REG IN ALL
CASES
1 TC EE ARRANGED NCCRE WILLIS
SEN METAPHYSICS C3.C CR
1 02.30-C5.C0 T H EC 2CE KELLEY + NCCLLRE
GEN GRAC SEMINAR C3.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCCRE
2 02. 30-05. CO TF H EC 20fc LIU
TCPIC-CASSIRER-PHIL GF CULTURE
3 02.30-C5.CC k H EC 2C6 ALLEN
TCPIC-PFENCNENCLCGY CF RELIGION
THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NCGRE WILLTS
6j0 DISSERTATION C3.C fO 48. C CR













































Physical Education for Men (PEM)
100A N TEACH SKINNING Cl.C CR






















12.3C-Ci.20 N W F
ASSISTING TECH
08.3G-C9.20 F
ACOITICNAL MEETING TB4-PREREC JR
STANDING
TESTS NEAS PHY ED C3.C TO C4.0 CR
09.30-10.20 MTWTF ARENA 125
CARE-FREV ATH INJ C3.C CR
PREREC PHSL 30C
01.30-C3.20 NTfeTHF ARENA 125
JUNE 22-JULY 17
TEACHING CF SPCRTS C2.C TO C4.C CR
01. 00-05. CO NTWTHF ARENA 555
JUNE 22-JLNE 26 - FCOTE/*LL
2 Ol.CC-05.00 NTUTHF ARENA 555
JLNE 29-JULY 3 - TRACK-FIELC
3 03.30-05.30 NTWTHF ARENA 555
JULY 6-JULY 17 - GYNNASTICS
SCI BAS ATH TRAIN C4.C CR
1 1C.3C-12.20 NTWTHF ARENA 125
JULY fc-AUGUST 14
EFFECTS NCTCR ACTIV C4.0 CR
1 07.30-08.20 NTWTHF ARENA 122
2* 08.30-09.20 NTWTHF ARENA 125
GRADUATES ONLY-CRCSS LISTED WITH PEW
420
475A IND RES-CANCE
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475E IND RES-KINESICLCGY
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475C INC RES-NEASURENENT
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475C IND RES-NCTCR CEVEL
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475E IND RES-PHSL CF E>
1* TC BE ARRANGED
475F IND RES-HIST + PHIL
1* TC BE ARRANGED
CURRICULUM IN PE
1* 07.30-08.20 NTWTHF
CRCSS LISTEC WITH PEW 5C1
SEMINAR IN P E
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF
PRCB IN P E
PREREC 500











C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
C2.C TC C4.C CR
































25 REACING IN P E Cl.C TO C6.C CR
1* TC BC ARRANGED SHEA ECkARD J
99 THESIS Cl.C TC C9.C CR
1* TC HE ARRANGED
CO CISSERTATICN C2.C TC 48. C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED
'hysical Education for Women (PEW)
C4E TECH-TEACH SFCPTS C2.C CR
PREREC PEV\ 228 OR ECUIV
1 08.3C-1C.2C M k GYM 207 CCTTEN SARAH ELLEN
19 TCFG ELEM SCH ACT C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR GLIC 3C5
1 08. 30-09. 2C MTMH GYM 205 STFHR JEAN
2 09.3C-10.20 MTkTH GYM 206 CAKAK
3 10.30-01.20 MTfcTH GYM 20 7 ZIMMERMAN
4 12.3C-C1.20 MUTH GYN 206 ZIMMERMAN HELEN
55 TECH CF TEACH SWIN C3.0 CR
PREREC PEW 211 OP ECUIV
i 07.30-08.20 M V» F PULL P 11 CCCPER CARCL
70 TESTS NEAS PHY ED C3.C TC C4.C CR
1 08.30-09. 2C MTfcTHF GYM 204 WEST
C4 TEACHING CF SPCRTS 02.
C
TC C4.C CR
1* 11.30-12.20 MTkTFF GYM 206 THCRPE
07 SCI BAS ATH TRAIN C4.C CR
1 1C.3C-12.2C MTkTHF ARENA 125 SPACKMAN RCBEPT R JR
JULY 6-JULY 17,PREREC-PHSL 300
15 WKSHP IN GYMNASTICS C4.C CR
1 12.30-04.30 MTkTH GYM 207 VCGEL
20 EFFECTS MCTCR ACTIV C4.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 MTWTHF ARENA 125
CCNTEhF CANCE WKSFP C2.C TO C8.C CR
1 01. 00-05. CO MTlsTHF 0813 1C1 GRAY MNSTCN G
JUNE 22-JULY 31
ISA INC RES-CANCE C2.C TO C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
75E IND RES-KINESICLCGY C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
75E INC RES-PHSL CF EX C2.C TO C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
75F INC RES-HIST + PHIL C2.C TC C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
i CURRICULUM IN P E C4.C CR
1* 07.30-08.20 MTWTFF GYM 204 ZIMMERMAN
SEMINAR IN P E C4.C CR
1* 09.30-10.20 MTfeTFF ARENA 123 SHEA ECWARC J
PRCBLENS IN PE C4.C CR
PREREC PEV* 500 OR ECUIV
1* TC BE ARRANGED
ACMIN INTER ATFLETC C3.C CR
1 01.30-03.30 MTWTHF ARENA 125 STCTLAR JCHN Vt
JULY t-JULY 29
READINGS 01. TC C6.0 CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR ANC CEPT
CHAIRMAN
1* TC BE ARRANGED
THESIS Cl.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED THCRPE JCANNE LEE
DO DISSERTATION C2.C TC 48. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
jhysics (PHYS)
6A COLLEGE PHYSICS
PREREC MATH 1 1 IB
1 09.30-10.20 M V*
09.3C-10.20 T
2 09.30-10.20 M W
09.30-10.20 TH
)6C COLLEGE PHYSICS
PREREC PHYS 206B CR 2C6A
1 10.30-11.20 M k
















































































































































































































N feTEF PARK 30fc
Cl.C CR
NT ENR IN PHYS 206
TH PHY SC 403
T PEY SC 402
Cl.C CR
NT ENR IN PHYS 206
TH PHY SC 407






























206 CR FEYS 211
NTiv F PHY SC 41C
T PHY SC 41C
TH PHY SC 404
NTW F PEY SC 41C
T PHY SC 41C
F PHY SC 404
C3.C CR
N fc F PHY SC 45fc
C3.C CR
C CR 2C6C CR 211C
N fe F PHY SC 458
C2.C CR
T TE PHY SC 406
03.0 CR
ANC FEYS 301
N V* F PHY SC 41C
C C3.0 CR
, 305, ANC 401 CR
OF INSTR
N fc F PHY SC 41C
C3.C CR
ANC 309 CR CONSENT CF
N fc F PHY SC 456
03. CR
, PEYS 3C1 + 305E, CR
CF INSTR
N k F PHY SC 458
03. CR
C
N W F PHY SC 41C
02. C TC 05. CR
ANC 305
C3.C CR
N Ik F PHY SC 41C
C2.C TC C5.C CR
OF INSTR
Cl.C TC C4.C CR
TKTH PHY SC 410
03. C TC 06. CR
70
99 THESIS Cl.C TU C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
00 DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC ACMSSICN TC ACVANCEC STLCY IN
NCLECLLAR SCIENCE
1 TC EE AR«ANGEC
hysiology (PHSL)
ON HLNAN ANATCKY C5.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 PTfeTH PHY SC 216
09.3C-11.2C T LS I 18
2 08.3C-C9.20 PTWTH PHY SC 216
09.2C-11.20 TH LS I It
:»C ELECTPCN MCRCSCCFY C3.0 CR
PREREC ADVANCED STLCENT IN NATURAL CR
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
1* 07.30-08.20 f Vt F LS I 113
07.30-09.20 T LS I 12C
2* 07.3C-C8.20 N fc F LS I 113






PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
]* 01.30-03.20 PTkTH LS I 16
THESIS C3.C TC C9.C CR
1* 01. 30-03. 20 NTfcTHF LS I 111
DISSEPTATICN C4.C TC 36. CR
1 01.3C-C3.20 KTbTHF LS I 111
esidents Scholars (PR S)
!9 HCNCRS PAPER C2.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREC APPRCVAL CF PRES SCFCL PRCG -
CEFT CCNCERNEC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
UNDERGRAC HCN THES C3.C TC C9.C CR
PREREC APPRCVAL CF PRES SCFCL PRCG
CEFTS CCNCERNEC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
ant Industries (PL I)
)9 PRIN-FIELD CRCP PRC CA.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.20 NTV» AG 166 ELKINS
07.30-09.20 F AG 171
SCIL SCIENCE C5.C CR
PREREC GSA 10ie
1 10.3C-11.20 N V.TFF AG 214 CASTER
09.30-11.20 T AG 167
INTERN PRCGRAP C3.C TC C5.0 CR
PREREC JR STANCING
1 TC BE ARRANGED
SPEC STUD PLANTS Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
SCIL FCRPH + CLASS C4.C CR
PREREC PL I 301
1 07.30-08.20 MT TH AG 166 JONES
07.3C-09.20 F AG 167
FCRAGE CRCP MANAGE C4.0 CR
PREREC GSA 201E CR ECUIVALENT
1 10.3C-12.20 NTW F AG 168 PORT2
10.3C-C2.20 TH AG 171
JUNE 22-JLLY 17
READINGS Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
RESEARCH Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT
1 TC EE ARRANGED
SPEC STLCIES-PL I Cl.C TO C4.C CR
1 03.00-C4.3C KTfe .AG 166
THESIS Cl.C TC C9.0 CR











































































































































































































































































































T TH WHAN 305
W AG 132
CCL 579
01. TC 16.0 CR
OF CEPT






















33E PPACT-CLIN PSYC 01. C TO 18. C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TC BE ARRANGED BEKKER
2 TC BE ARRANGED PACER
3 TC BE ARRANGED SHCE^AKER
93F PRACT-CCLNS FSYC Cl.C TC 18. C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TC BE ARRANGED FARREN VINCENT A
33F PRACT-INCLST PSYC Cl.C TC 18. C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TC BE ARRANGED WESTEERG WILLIAM C
93J PRACT-CFILC PSYC Cl.C TO 18. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TC EE ARRANGED C»CCNNELL
33L PRACT-TEACHING PSYC Cl.C TC 18. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TC BE ARRANGED CARRIER NEIL ALAN
35 ADVANCEC SENINAR Cl.C TC 18. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED ERCCSKY
2 TC BE ARRANGED HILL
3 TC BE ARRANGED LEVITT
4 TC BE ARRANGED LIT
5 TC BE ARRANGED C'CCNNELL
6 TC BE ARRANGED PITZ
7 TC BE ARRANGED SCHILL
8 TC EE ARRANGED VAN ATTA
9* 01.30-04.20 F WHAN 301E KCFCSE
THESIS Cl.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
)0 CISSERTATICN Cl.C TO 36. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
idio-Television (R - T)
>1 RACIC-TV SPEAKING C4.C CR
1 08. 30-09. 2C PTWTH COW 1046 HILDPETH RICHARC
1 SURVEY CF BRCACCAST C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 P W F COW 1046 EARTLETT BYRCN A
2 PRCDLCTICN ANALYSIS C3.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 P V, F COW 1046 CYEVIG HCNER ELGENE
ALDIC CCNTRCL PRACT Cl.C CR
1 09.30-11.20 TH COW 52E HALL CHARLES J JR
1 PRCGS ANC AUCIENCES C5.C CR
PREREC R-T 251
1 12.30-01.20 PTUTHF COW 1046 CYBVIG HCHER ELGENE
LAWS ANC PCLICIES C4.C CR
PREREC R-T 251
1 Ol.30-C2.20 f* feTFF COW 1046 RIKERNAN FARVIN H
RADIO PRCDOCTICN 04.0 CR
PREREC R-T 260
1 09.30-11.20 T COW 1016 RICHTER E HALTER
06. 30-10. CO PM TH COW 1016 RICHTER E WALTER
TV PRCCLCTICN C4.C CR
PREREC R-T 252
1 02.30-03.20 P THF COW 1015 PICTCR RCBERT R
02.30-04.20 V> COW 1015 PICTCR RCBERT P
ACV RADIC PRCC LAE 01.
C
TO C2.C CR
PREREC R-T 363 CR CCNCLRRENT ENR IN
R-T 363
1 03.30-04.20 T TH COM* 1046 LYNCH CHARLES T
ACV TV PRCD LAB Cl.C TO C2.C CR
PREREC R-T 364
1 03.30-04.20 K COW 1046 LAFFERTY REN A
5J INC RESEARCH PRCBS 01. TC C2.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 11.30-12.20 T COW 1046 RIFERFAN PARVIN H
BRCACCAST WRITING C4.C CR
PREREG R-T 363 AND 364
1 07.30-08.20 H W COW 1016 LYNCH CHARLES T
07.30-09.20 F COW 1016 LYNCH CHARLES T
":]3 RADIC-TV SOCIETY C3.0 CR
PREREC R-T 251, 351, 352
1 1C. 30-11. 20 F k F COW 1046 RIPERPAN KARVIN H
June 22—August 14 73
464 PUB AFFAIRS-TV PRCG C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.30-04.20 T COKN 1046 RINERNAN
475 INCIV PRCCLCT PROE Cl.C TC C4.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 TH CONN 1046 RCEBINS
Recreation and Outdoor Education (REC)
2C1 LEISURE AND REC C3.C CR
1 07.30-08.20 f* W F PULL 43 CBRIEN VULLIA* I
310 SCCIAL RECREATICN C3.0 CR
PREREC REC 201, 202
1 10. 30-12. CO N fe PHY SC 25b LUCKENEACH MICE,
315 DRAMATICS IN REC C3.C CR
PREREC REC 201, 202
1 09.30-12.00 ^ fc C62E 1C1 1AYLCR
330 CANPCRAFT C3.C CR
1 03.30-06.30 V> PARK 111 ABERNATHY WILLI
335 MUS + DANCE IN REC 03. CR
PREREG REC 201, 2C2
1 10. 30-12. CO T TE PHY SC 256
340 REC ACT FCR SP POP C3.0 CR
PREREC REC 302
1 12.3C-01.20 V bhtP 3C5
360 PLAYGNC ACMN C4.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED RIDINGER WILLIAH
380 FIELD WCRK Cl.C TO C4.C CR
PREREC 20HRS RECREATICN
1 TC EE ARRANGED
390 INTERNSEIP IN REC 16. C CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF CEPARTMENT





425 REC AREAS AND FAC C3.0 CR
1 10.30-11.20 M k F 0628 101 ABERNA
500 PRIN CF REC C4.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 MTkTEF PHY SC 258 CBRIEN kILLIA*
510 CUTDCCR EC WKSHP C4.C CR
1 08.00-11.00 V k F C629 101
08.CC-04.C0 T TH C629 1C1
JUNE 15- JUNE 26
2 08.00-11. CO V k F C629 1C1
08. 00-04. CO T TH 0629 101
JLNE 29-JULY 1G
525 SPEC FCP VnKSHCP C4.C CR
1 TC EE ARRANGED FREEBLRG k'F F
530 REC PPCCRAN kCRKSHP C4.C CR
PREREG REC 500
.
1 10.30-11.20 MTkTHF C62E 1C1 RIDINGER kILLI/JH
540 SURV 4 PLAN CF FAC C4.0 CR
1* 11.30-12.20 HTkTHF CL 25 TAYLCR LCREN ESP
570 SEK-REC + OUT ED C4.0 CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED FREEBURG kM E
596 INDEPENDENT STUDY 02.0 TC 09. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Rehabilitation (REHB)
414 DEV EFP CPPCRT Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREG SPECIAL STANCING CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED VIECELI DICK!
490 READINGS IN REHB Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREG CONSENT OF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
511 VOCATIONAL CHCICE C2.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 06.30-08.20 PM TH kHAN 112
537 CIAG FRCC-SPEC POP C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 12.30-02.20 V F PHY SC 216 COYLE FRANK A
539 BEHAVIORAL PROGRAM Cl.C TO C6.C CR
PREREC REHB 52C * CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 07.30-09.15 T TH WHAM 3C1B CAMPBELL RCBERJL
74
541 NED ASFECT-REHfi C2.C TC C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 05.45-C7.25 fc WHAN 205 MRANTI
567 SCH-RELATEC FEHAV C4.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1 02.3C-C4.2C h W WHAN 137 HOPKINS BILLV L
571 SEN IN SEL TCPICS Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
2 TC eE ARRANGED
>76 SEN IN EEHAV NCDIFI Cl.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.3C-11.20 T TF h EC 122£ SLLZER
78 SEN IN CCRR REH CC Cl.C TC C6.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 09.3C-11.20 F WH£N 3C2 GRENFELL
85A PRACTICLN IN REFAE Cl.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC LEE RCBEPT ECWARC
85E PRACTICLN IN REHAB Cl.C TC 12. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FCPKINS EILL ,» L
i85C PRACTICE IN REHAE Cl.C TC 24. C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SCHUNACHER
89 INTERNSHIP IN REH/5B CO.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREG REHB 585 />NC CCNSENT CF CEPT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
90 INDEPENDENT PRCJ Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
91 RESEARCH IN REHAB Cl.C TC 16. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
THESIS Cl.C TO C9.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
eligious Studies (RELS)
20E BIBLICAL STUDIES C3.C CR
* PREREC JUMCR STANCING CR CCNSENT CF
INSTRUCTOR
1 C8.2C-C9.20 Vt F CL 1C9 SMITH
08.30-09.20 f* WHAN 30E
OC HIST WES REL THCUGH C3.C CR
PREREC JUMCR STANCING CR CCNSENT CF
INSTRLCTCR
1 02.30-03.20 T TFF WHAN 317
JUNE 22-JULY 17
Kondary Education (S ED)
10 HIST FRIN CF SEC ED C4.C CR
PREREC GUIC 305/PS>C 3C3, ADN TSS ICN TC
TCHR EC PRCGRAN
1 07. 30-08. 20 NT THF WHAN 326
2 08.30-09.20 NT THF KHAN 326 KEEPER
3 09.3C-10.20 NT THF WHAN 326 EUSER
4 10.30-11.20 NT THF WHAN 326 AIKNAN
5 11.30-12.20 NT THF WH/SN 326 AIKNAN
6 01.30-02.20 NT THF WHAN 326 NEES
SEC SCCL TEACH NETH C4.C CR
PREREC S EC 31C CR CONCURRENT ENROLL
1 08.30-09.20 NT THF WH/N 319
SEC STUC TCH 08. C TC 16.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
(AGRICULTURE)
2 TC BE ARRANGED
(ART)
3 TC BE ARRANGED
(BIOLCGV)
4 TC BE ARRANGED
(BUSINESS)


























































































































































































































EDUC C2.C TO C3.C CR





















CENT TEACHING CR CCNSENT CF
PARTNENT










C 352 CR TFACHING
ERIENCE
NTWTFF WHAN 317












C8 SEN TF-ENC-SEL AREAS C4.C CR
1* 10.3C-11.20 NTWTHF WHAN 305 NEES JCHN C
09 PRACTICUN IN RC C4.C TO C8.C CR
PREREC S EC 521C
1 TC EE ARRANGED FISHCC
2 TC BE ARRANGEC DLSENEERY
16 INTERN IN RECCING C4.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC S EC 509 ANC 514
1 TC EE ARRANGED HILL NARGARET
18 SUP CF ST TEACH C2.C CR
1 O8.3C-09.2C NTfcTHF PLLL 42 CASEY JCFN P
21A CIAG-CCRR READ CIS C4.C CR
PREREC 505 CR 440 CR CCNCURRENT REG
WITH 505 TEACH EXPEP
1* 08.3C-G9.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137 DLSENEERY
2* 11.30-12.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137 FISHCC DANIEL T
RECUIRENENT S ED 506+CCNSENT CF INSTR
CIAG-CCRR REAC CIS C4.C CK
PREREC 505 CR 440 CR CCNCLRRENT REG
WITH 505 + TEACH EXPER
1* 09.3C-1C.20 NTWTHF WHAN 3C7 CLSENPERY
2* 12.30-01.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137 FISHCC DANIEL T
! CIAG-CCRR REAC CIS C4.C CR
PREREC 505 CR AAC CR CCNCURRENT RFG
WITH 505 + TEACH EXPEP
1* 10.30-11.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137 DLSENEERY
2* 01.30-02.20 NTWTHF WHAN 137 FISHCC DANIEL T
NEW CEVEL-TECH EDLC 01.
C
TC C8.C CR
1 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF TECF A 22C STACT
12.3C-01.20 NTWTHF TECF A 22C
JUNE 22-JULY 3
2 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF TECF A 22C STACT
12.30-01.20 NTWTFF TECH A 22C
JULY 6-JULY 17
3 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF TECH A 22C STADT
12.30-01.20 NTWTFF TECF A 22C
JULY 2C-JULY 31
4 09.30-10.20 NTWTFF TECF A 221 STACT
12.30-01.20 NTWTFF TECH A 22C
AUG 3-AUG 14
HIGH SCF CURPICULLN CA.C CR
1* 08.30-09.20 NTWTFF WHAN 326 FLIGCR RCSS JEAN
2* 01. 30-04. CO N W WHAN 312 KEEFER DARYLE EARL
H S PPINCIPALSHIP CA.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 11.30-12.20 NTWTFF WHAN 305 STEPHENS
1 DCC SEN-CURR + INST CA.C CR
PREREC DCCTCRAL STLCENTS CNLV
1* 01.30-C4.C0 T TH WFAN 30ie euSER
5A INC RES-CURRICULUN 02. TC CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CLIVA
5E INC RES-SUPERVISICN C2.C TC CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CLIVA
5C IND RES-LANG ARTS 02. TC CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CLIVA
5C INC RES-SCIENCE C2.C TC CA.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED HUNGERFCPD, KNAPP,
5E IND RES-READING C2.C TC CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED FILL
INC RES-SCC STLDIES C2.C TO CA.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SANFCRC CLARENCE D
IND RES-SEC ECUC C2.C TC CA.C CR
1 TC RE ARRANGED SANFCRC CLARENCE C
IND RES-JR H NETHCC C2.C TC CA.C CR
1* TC BE ARRANGED STEPFENS
INDEPENDENT INVEST C5.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED SANFCRC CLARENCE C
THESIS 03. TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED CLIVA
CISSERTATICN Cl.C TC 48. C CR














































PREREC SEC 201/i CR ECUIV
09.30-10.20 TWTFF CL
TYPEWRITING
PREREC SEC 2C1E CR ECUIV
1 ' 11.30-12.20 TWTFF
DUPLICATING
PREREC SEC 201 CR ECLIV
1 10.30-12.20 W






PREREC SEC 304 CR ECLIV
1* 08.30-09.20 NT TFF
TEACHING SHCRTHANC
PREREC SEC 324A CR ECUIV
1* 10.3C-11.2O NT TFF
TEACF DISTR1E EC
PREREC NKTG 301
1 08.30-10.20 NT THF
JUNE 23 - JULY 17
WRKSHF IN eUS ED Cl.C TC C6.0 CR
PREREC SEMCP STANDING
09.0C-C9.CO TH LIE 26
09. 00-05. CO F LIE 26
AUG 2C-21 WKSHP IN VOCATIONAL CC+CE 1 CR
CRG ALN VCC eUS EC C3.C CR
1 02.3C-C4.20 NTWTFF LAWSCN 231
JUNE 23-JLLY 10
SUP BLS EXP + STUCY C6.C CR
1 01.30-04.20 NTWTFF LAWSON 231
JULY 13-17 1 30-5 30 NTW AUG 24-26 REST
WCRK EXPR.
CFFICE NANAGENENT C4.C CR
1 01.30-03.20 NTWTF CL 17
JULY 2C-AUGUST 14
PRIN-FFIL VC TEC ED C3.C CR





PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* 11.30-12.20 NT TFF
























TECH A 406 EAUERNFEINC FAF
Sociology (SOC)
301 PRINCIPLES CF SCC C4.C CR
PREREC JR STANDING
1 12.3C-01.20 T TFF WHAN 112
12.30-01.20 N 0861 1C1
SECT 1 FCR SCC NAJORS CNLY
308 STAT FCR SOC SCI C4.C CR
PREREC JR STANCING CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1 08.30-10.20 T TF H EC 102
312 ELEN SCC RESEARCH C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 2C1E CR 3C1 CR CCNSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
1 03.30-04.20 NT THF WHAN 312
340 THE FANILY C4.C CR
PREREC GSB 201E CR SCC 3C1






175 SOCIAL WELFARE C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 2CiE CR SCC 3C1
1 10.30-11.20 V fe WHAN 112 EACES
83 INTRCC INTERVIEWING C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 2C1E CR SCC 3C1
1 09.3C-1C.20 NTWTF 0861 1C2 BRCfcN
2 01.30-02.20 NTWTF 0861 1C2 ERELJE
96 REACINGS IN SCC Cl.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
96F FCNCRS REACINGS-SCC Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF CEPARTNENT
1 TC EE ARRANGED
SCCIAL CHANGE C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 201E CR SCC 3C1
1 03. 30-05. 1C V TF bvHA^ 208
KESERVEC FCR SCC NAJCRS
SCC STRATIFICATION C4.C CR
PREREC GSE 201E CR SCC 3C1
1 TC EE ARRANGED FAWKES
scc cf nedicine ca.c cr
PREREC SCC 301 CR CCNSENT OF INSTRUCT
CR
1 01.30-C3.1C T 7F WHAN 112 RAINEV
PRCC IN SCC WCRK C4.C CR
PREREC SCC 375 OR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 02.30-03.20 PTMF 0861 102 BRELJE
e2 SCC WK-SEL AGENCIES C3.0 CR
PREREC SCC 481 AND CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 11.3C-12.20 NT TF CL 1CS EROfcN
B6 INDEP STUDY CCP DEV Cl.C TC C5.0 CR
PREPEG CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED THCNAS RICFARC *
INCEPT STLCY CCRRS C2.C TC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED EYNCN TFCKAS
SEN-ANERICAN SCC C4.C CR
PREREC SOC 5C1 OR CCNSENT OF INSTR
08. 30-11. CO N 0862 101
1 08.3G-11.CC V 0862 1C1 GASTCN
SCPER FIELD fcK CORR C4.C TC 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC EE ARRANGED
RESEARCF IN CD 02. C TC C8.C CR
PREREC PAJCR IN CCWLMTY CEVEL
1 TC EE ARRANGED THCKAS RICFARC f
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 02. C TC C6.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR AND CEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TC BE ARRANGED
36 READINGS IN SCC C2.C TC 12.0 CR
PREREG CCNSENT OF INSTR ANC CEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 12.30-C3.20 W WHAN 301A
THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
PREREG CCNSENT CF CEPT CHAIRMAN
i TC BE ARRANGED
DISSERTATION Cl.C TC 48. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF CEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TC EE ARRANGED
fecial Education (SPE)
10 CRIENT EC EXC CHILD C2.C CR
1* 07.30-08.20 TWTH Vibfif 2C5
FRESH ANC SOPH CNLY
OA PRCB 4 CHAR-EKC CHI C4.0 CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 12.30-01.20 NTVTHF LAWSON 1C1
OE PRCB CHAR MENT RET C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414




410C PRCB CI-^R GIFT CHLC C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 303 CR CCNSENT OF
INSTR
1* 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF PULL 36
410C PRCB CHAP ACCLS HCC C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 3C3 CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1* 01.30^-02.20 NTWTHF TECF E 2C
411 ASS ^ RE-NED LRN CIS C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* O8.30-C5.20 NT TFF WEAN 3C2
08.30-09.20 W
413A CIR CeSER-ENCT CIST
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTR
1* TC eE ARRANGED
413E CIR Ce CF NR ChlLC C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1* 10.30-12.20 T TF WHAN 321
TC BE ARRANGED
414 THE EXCEPT CFILD C4.C CR
PREREC PSYC 301 CR 3C3 CR CCNSENT CF
INSTR
1* 07.30-08.20 NTWTHF WHAN 306
2* 08.3C-C9.2C NTWTHF LS I 16
3* Cl.30-C2.20 NTfcTFF WH/W 306
42CA NET + NAT-ED EN DIS C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 41CA ANC CCNSENT CF INSIR
1* 10.30-11.20 NTWTHF WCCCY ICC
420E NETH 4 NAT TEACH NR C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 41CB ANC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1* O2.3C-05.C0 T TF KHAN 3C3
428 SPCH CCRR CLASS TCH C4.C CR
PREREC IN-SERVICE TEACHER CR GRAC
STUCENTS CNLY
1* 12.3C-C1.20 NTWTHF CCNN 1006
496 READ * INDEP STUDV C2.C TC C8.C CR
PREREC SP E 414 ANC CCNSENT CF STAFF
1 TC BE ARRANGED
5C1 SPEC RES PRCB C4.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF STAFF
1* TC BE ARRANGEC
513 CRG ACN SP CLASSES C4.C CR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 10.30-11.20
518A LEARN + BEHAV CISCR
PREREC SP E 414
1* 09. 30-10. 20
2* 09.3C-1C.20
518B WKSHP-EC N R CHILC
PREREC SP E 414
1 09. 00-05. CC
AUG 1C-22 NEETS IN
2* 02.30-05.00











NTWTHF WHAN 326 NCRGAN
02. C TC C4.C CR
NTWTHF PULL 41 HOLT LAURENCE E
NTWTHF PULL 43A CRCWNER






N W WHAN 212
C4.C TC 12. C CR
SP E 41CA, E, C, CR C, ANC
CCNSENT CF STAFF
I* TC BE ARRANGED
NEETS 9-5 NTWTFS IN CENTRALIA
ED NALAD CHILDREN C4.0 CR
PREREC SP E 414 ANC CCNSENT CF INSTR
JOINER + RANEV
1* 1C. 30-11. 20
580E EC CF NENT RET
NTWTHF WHAN 205
C4.0 CR






1* TC BE ARRANGED
THESIS
1* TC BE ARRANGED
DISSEPTATICN





C2.C TC C9.C CR



















PUBLIC SPEAKING CA.C CR
PREREC GSC 1C3
09.3C-1C.2C NTfe F CCNf 10G6 FIEBS RICFARC PALL
PRIN CF DISCUSSION C3.0 CR
01.3C-02.2C NT IF CONN 1017 PCTTER
02.3C-C3.2C NT TF CONN 1017
FORENSIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TO C3.C CR
PREREC CONSENT CF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED KLEINAL NARICN L
FORENSIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TO CA.O CR
PREREC CONSENT OF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED KLEINAL NARICN L
BRITISF PUB ACCRESS CA.C CR
09.3C-11.20 N fe CONN 2012 MCKEN
ORAL INTERP POETRY CA.C CR
PREREC GSC 2C0 AND SFCF 323
09.30-11.20 N Vt CONN 1017 KLEINAN
SEC SCFL FCREN PRCG CA.C CR
10.3C-11.20 NTfcTFF CONN 1006 BRENINAN LESTER R
CONN IFECRIES + NCD CA.C CR
12.3C-C1.20 N V* CONN 2012 SANDERS KEITF R
GENERAL SENANTICS CA.C CR
08.30-09.20 NTWTF CONN 2012 PACE TFCNAS J
SEN STLCIES IN CISC CA.C CR
07.30-10.30 T CONN 20C6 PCTTER
TEACF COLL SPEECH C2.C CR
Oi. 30-Q3. 20 T TF CONN IClt SMTH
TEACF CCLL SPEECH C2.C CR
01. 30-03. 2C T TF CONN 1016
PHIL FCLNC-SPEECH C3.C CR
11.3C-12.2C NTVTH CONN 2021 FACE
RESEAPCF PRGELENS Cl.C TO CA.C CR
TO BE ARRANGED ERACLEY EARL EDSEL
SEN-EXP CONN RES CA.G CR
PREREC SPCF A2£ ANC 429
01.30-03.20 N V< 0861 101 SANDERS
NCN-CLAN RES NETH CA.C CR
PREREC SPCF A1C
O8.3C-1O.20 T TF CONN 2012 JENNINGS
THESIS C2.C TO C9.C CR
TO BE ARRANGED NICKEN RALPH A
DISSERTATION Cl.C TO A8.C CR
TO BE ARRANGED NICKEN RALPH A
h Pathology and Audiology (SP&A)
PHONETICS CA.C CR
* 08.3C-C9.20 NTfcTFF CONN 1CC6 CARBLTT CANEFCN W
STUTTERING CA.C CR
PREREC SP+A 212 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
02.3C-G3.20 NT THF CONN 1006 BRLTTEN
INC STUCY-SP+A C2.C TO CA.C CR
PREREC ADVANCED STANCINC
TO BE ARRANGED COPELAND
PRAC SP + HEAR THER 02. C TO CA.C CR
PREREC JUNIOR STANCINC IN CEFARTNENT
TC BE ARRANGED PACE SLE ANN
CEREBRAL PALSY CA.O CR
PREREC SP+A 212, 21A CR CONSENT CF
INSTR
08. 30-12. CO NTfcTFF CONN 1006 PACE
INTRO TC AUDIOLOGY CA.O CR
PREREG JR STANCING CR CONSENT CF
INSTR
01.30-02.20 NT THF CONN 1006 NCFARLAND
CONK FRCB OF H OF H CA.O CR
PREREC SP+A A06 CR CONSENT CF INSTR
* 08. 30-12. CC NTfcTFF CONN 1009 NCFARLANC
SP GCRR FOR CL TCF CA.O CR
PREREC PRACTISING TEACFER, SR CR GRAC
IN ECUC
* 12.30-01.20 NTVsTFF CONN 1006 F0SH1KC NICHAEL S





515 READINGS IN SP + A Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG ACVANCEC ST/NCINC
1 TC BE ARRANGED
52G SEN-PFYSICL ACCUST C4.C CR
PREREG SP+A 406, 416
1 02.3C-C4.20 N TF CONN 10C9
522C SEN-CPG SPCh PRCB Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG SP+A 522C CR CONSENT CF INSTR
1* 08. 30-12. CO NTV*THF CCNN 10C7
530 RES PRCB IN SP+A Cl.C TC C4.C CR
PREREG ADVANCEC STANCING
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
533 SEN IN SFCH SCIENCE C4.C CR
1 02.3C-04.2C T F CONN IOCS
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 CISSERTATICN Cl.C TC 48. C CR



























































T AIDS IN TECH ED
* 01.3C-C2.20 MTV*
02.3C-03.2C N V*
STU TCF IN TECH PRO
PREREG 9 GTR HRS PP
TL BE ARRANGED
PRACTICLN IN TECH
PREREG 12 HRS IN TE
TC BE ARRANGED
SPECIAL PROBLENS
PREREG CCNSENT OF I
TC BE ARRANGED







AUGUST 17-21 ENERGY AN
09.CC-12.00 NTV*























































THF TECF D 13C
F TECF C 13G
C8.C TC 16. C CR
CFESSICNAL COURSES










C2.C TO CS .c CR
NSTRLCTOR







I 16 SULLIVAN JAMES
THF PULL I 16 SULLIVAN JANES
C PCVvER
THF TECF D 108 BITTLE
THF TECF C 106
CS ANC INSTRUMENT.
82
PRIN-FHIL VC TEC ED C3.C CR
PREREC
1 08.3C-10.2C NTkTHF TECH A 4Gfc RANP WAYNE S
JUNE 29-JULY 17
ANAL FCR CCCUP EC C3.0 CR
PREREC 12 HRS IN TEACHING SPECIALTY
1* 11.30-12.20 NTWTH TECH A 22C eCRTZ
CRG CF SUBJ MATTER C3.0 CR
PREREC TIEC 486
1* 02.30-C3.20 NTWTH TECH A 222 EAILEY
LEG CRG + AD CCC EC C4.C CR
1* 01.30-02.20 NTWTHF TECH A 42C
SUPER CF INC EC C4.0 CR
1 11.30-12.20 NTfcTH TECF A 42C BI7TLE
INTER VCC CCCP ED C3.0 CR
PREREC STUDENT TEACHING
1 10.30-12.20 NTVTHF TECF A 4Cfc SULLIVAN JAPES A
JUNE 29-JULY 17
RESEARCH TECH ECUC C2.C TC C6.C CR
1* 02. 30-03. 20 MTfcTHF TECH D 131 ERICKSLN JCHN HCWARD
1 CCCUP INFC ANC GUID C4.C CR
1* 11.3C-12.2C NTWTHF TECH A 422 PANP WAYNE S
CCL TCH INC-TEC SUB C4.G CR
1* 10.30-11.20 NTWTHF TECH D 131 ERICKSCN
NEW CEVEL-TECH EDLC C2.C TO 12.
C
CR
1 09.3C-10.2C NTWTHF TECH A 22C
12. 30-01. 20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
JUNE 23-JULY 3
2 09.3C-10.20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
12.30-01.20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
JULY 6-17
3 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
12.3C-01.2C NTWTHF TECH A 22C
JULY 2C-31
4 09.30-10.20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
12.3C-01.20 NTWTHF TECH A 22C
AUGUST 3-14
'0 SPECIAL INVESTIGAT C2.C TC C6.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
THESIS Cl.C TO C9.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
eater (THEA)
P VCICE ANC CICTICN C4.C CR
1 1C.3C-11.20 N W EAILEY 13C HARRISON
10.30-11.20 T TH CONN 1021
DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES Cl.C TC C3.C CR
1 02.30-03.20 N W CONN 1045 ZOECKLER
ACTING C4.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 NTWTH H EC 106 HARRISCN
JUNE 17-JULY 14 MCVES TC CCNM 1C45 JUL
12-AUG 30














PREREC THEA 311 4 CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 TC BE ARRANGED NOE
CCNTENP DANCE WKSHP C2.C TC C8.C CR
1* 01. 00-05. CO NTWTHF GYM 208 GRAY
ne22—
-August 14 83
N W CONN 1045 ZOECKLER
C2. C TC 12.0 CR
NTWTHF CCNN 1037 NCLECC + NCE








N WTF WHAN 301B ZOECKLER
T WHAN 303
C4.0 CR
5C5 THE TRAGIC THEATRE C4.C CR
1 03.3C-C4.2C NTVvTh CONN 102C
519 THEATRE PRACTICUN Cl.C TC 12. C CR
1 08. A 0-10. 10 NTMHF CONN 1037
NTS 8 4CAN TC 10 10FN CEPT CONS RECUIREC
526 SEN IN THEATRE ARTS 03. C TC 12.0 CR
PREPEC GRAC STANDING + CCNSENT
CF CEPAFTNENT
1 TC BE ARRANGED
STCCK CCN NENBS ONLY
530 RESEARCH PRCELENS
1 TC 8E ARRANGED
599 THESIS
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Cl.C TC C4.C CR





1 YR CF BIC SCIENCE CR CCNSENT
CF INSTRUCTOR
1 07.30-08.20 T TH LS I 2C5
07.3C-C9.2C N h F LS I 20S
322 PRCBLENS IN ZCCLCGY C2.C TC C5.0 CR
PREREC A. 25 GPA, SEMCR STANDING, AND
CEFT CR FAC APPROVAL
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
382 ZCCL SEMCR SENINAR CC.5 TC CI. 5 CR
PREREC SEMCR STANCING
1 10.3C-11.2C T LS I 205
407 PARASITCLCGY C5.C CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCCL INCLLCING 1C2
1 11.3C-12.20 T TH LS I 205
09.3C-11.20 N V* F LS I 212
410 VERT FALECNTCLCGY C5.0 CR
PREREC ZCCL 202 CR GECLCCY 3C1
1 12.30-C1.20 T F LS I 204
O1.3C-C2.20 VTb F Wh £N 202
461 NANNALCGY C4.C CR
PREREC 1 YR CF ZCOL INCLUDING 1C2
1 12.30-01.20 N K LS I 2C5
07.3C-11.20 TH LS I 204
471 ENTCNCLCGY C4.C CR
PREREC ZCCL 102
1 12.3C-01.20 N V* UhtP 202
08.30-10.20 T TH LS I 212
540 FACTCRS AMNAL REFR C3.C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF* INSTRUCTOR
1 11.3C-12.20 N fe F LS I 205
579 AMNAL BEHAVICR C4.0 CR
PREREC CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 02.30-03.20 TW \n\-fit^ 302
12.3C-C4.20 TH AG 132
582 GRAD ZCCL SENINAR Cl.C TO C6.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
596 SPECIAL RESEARCH C3.C TO 12. C CR
PREREC CCNSENT OF INSTRLCTCR
1 TC BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS C2.C TC C9.0 CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION C3.C TC 48. C CR












SCHEDULE OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE COURSES
BLDG.





General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
1C1A INTRC-PFYS SCIENCE C4.C CR
9C1 12.3C-01.20 NTMH N3 101
9C2 01. 30-02. 20 NTfcTH M3 1C1
84








































































































































!A ARCHITECT CRAFTING C5.C CR








11.3C-12.2C M W F
ation Technology (*AT)
ARCFT REC1PRCCAT PP
07.30-08.20 M W F
08.30-11.20 M V> F
CARB •» LUB SYSTEMS
07.30-11.20 T TH
12.3C-C1.20 M V F
ARCFT ELECT GEN-ALT
07.30-08.20 MTkTFF
08.30-10.20 M Vi F
PRCPELLCRS
08.30-09.20 T TH













09.30-11.20 M k F























































1C1A AUTO LAB— ENG
1 07.30-10.20 MTfcTFF
125* AUTO THE— ENGINES
1 10.30-11.20 MTVTFF
FABRIC-VsCCO-CCPINC C4.C CR
08.30-10.20 k AVTECH 131
11.30-12.20 T TH AVTECH lie
12.30-03.20 T TH AVTECH 131
JET PRCPLLSICN PP C6.C CR
01.30-02.20 MTfcU AVTECH lie
07.3C-1C.20 T TH AVTECH 132
PCKERFLANT TESTING C4.C CR
07.3G-C9.20 M fe F AVTECH 134
12.30-01.20 T TH AVTECH lie
AIRC STRICT ANC REP C3.C CR
07.30-08.20 F AVTECH 132
03.3C-04.2C T TH AVTECH 1C3
AERODYNAMICS C5.C CR
08.30-11.20 N F AVTECH 11?
ARCFT FLEL SVSTEMS C2.0 CR
12.3C-C2.2C V AVTECH 117
02.3C-C3.2C b AVTECH 119
yil BALANCE INSPECT C6.C CR
07. 30-09. 20 M Vv F AVTECH 131
10.30-11.20 MTfeTFF AVTECH loe
JET TBAlsS AIR SYS C3.C CR
12.3C-C1.20 T TH AVTECH 117
01.3C-C2.20 TH AVTECH 117
01.30-03.20 T AVTECH 132
PRIVATE PILOT C2.C CR
02.3C-C3.20 N fc F PATCHETT
PRIVATE PILOT Cl.C CR
TC 8E ARRANGED PATCHETT
EASIC FLIGHT C3.C CR
PREREC *AT 230
TC 8E ARRANGED
INTERfrECIATE FLIGHT C3.C CR
PREREC *AT 231
TC eE ARRANGED
AOVANCEC FLIGFT C3.C CR
PREREC *AT 232
TC BE ARRANGED






















Corrections and Law Enforcement
215 SUP PRAC IN CRIM
1 TC EE ARRANGED
217 CCRR ACM













MUST BE TAKEf CCNC.telTH 139
PREREC *GEN 115 |
1 11.30-12.20 M k FI 11C EUSHEE ELEANCR |
209 CENT HYG CLIN /S/ C5.C CR
PREREC SCPHCMORE STATUS IN CENTAL
HYGIENE CONCENTRATION
1 08.30-11.20 MTV F F3 132
11.30-12.20 F FI 11C
86
!
2 12.3C-C3.20 MTW F F3 132
1_1_.3C-12.2C F FI 11C
§8A CLIN CENT RCENTGEN C2.C CR
PREREC *CH 132,137,*CEN 115 CSA 301
SCPF STNCINC IN *CH
1 08. 30-10. 20 TF FI 11C EUSHEE ELEANCR JANE
2 O1.3C-C3.20 TF FI lit ebSHEE ELEANCR JANE
lita Processing (*DP)
III ALTC CATA PRCC NACH C5.C CR
1 10.3C-11.20 MTWTHF HA 134
11.3C-12.2C MTVsTHF HA 136
2 01.3C-C2.2C MfcT»-F FA 134
02.3C-C3.20 MUFF HA 136
14 OP INFC C5.C CR
PREREC *CP 1001,101
1 OS.3C-11.20 MTWTFF FA 233
19 PUNCFEC CARD PREP C3.0 CR
1 09.3C-10.20 MTWTHF FA 136
B6A PPCGR/SN CFERAT SYST C5.C CR
PREREC CP 1C3
1 07.30-C9.2C MTWTHF FA 232
27 CP FIELC PRGJ Cb.C CR
PREREC *CP 206*
1 TC BE ARRANGED
Intal Laboratory Technology (*DT)
13E SCIENCE CENT MATLS C3.0 CR
PREREC *GEN 115A
1 08. 30-11. 2C TF F3 12E LEEBENS
2 01.3C-CA.20 TF F3 126 LEEBENS
15A CENT FRCSTH TFECRV C3.C CR
f 1 08.3C-C9.20 ¥ k F FI 11C LEEBENS WILLIAM ¥
Ectronics Technology (*ELT)
U EASIC TECF CCNCEPTS C3.C CR
1 08.3C-10.20 ¥ W F M3 IK CALDWELL PALL NEWELL
Fjest Products Technology ( *FP
)
|lA WCCDWCRK-fACHINE C5.C CR
1 08.30-11.20 T TH LA ICE CSECRN
09.3C-12.2C ¥ W F L4 ICE
13A PRCD WCCDWKG THECRY C3.C CR
1 08.3C-C9.2C M W F LA 1C6 CSBCPN
WCCD TECH CA.O CR
l C1.3C-C2.2C ¥ W LA 106 CSBCRN
01.30-03.20 T TF LA 1C6
Cjrieral (*GEN)
If TECHNICAL WRITING C3.C CR
1 11.30-12.20 ¥ W F F3 152
2 01.30-02.20 ¥ W F H9 1C1
l|l ELEMENTARY MATH CO.O CR
1 12.3C-C1.20 MTWTH H3 151
1>A BUS + TECH MATH C3.C CR
PREREC SATISFACTCRY ACT MATH SCCRE CR
*GEN IC6
1 09.30-1C.20 ¥ W F H3 151
2 11.30-12.20 ¥ W F H3 151
l'E BUS + TECH MATH C3.C CR
PREREC SATISFACTCRV ACT MATE SCCRE CP
*CEN 1C6
1 01. 30-02. 20 M W F H3 151
2 02.30-C3.20 ¥ W F H3 151
3 03.3C-CA.20 ¥ W F H3 151
JOB CRIENTATICN C2.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 T TH FI 112
RETAILING MAJCRS CNLY
r^hway and Civil Technology ( *HCT)
2'A CCCP WCRK EXPER * C8.C CR
1 TC BE ARRANGED
87
Mortuary Science (*MS)
1C1A FLNERAL HIST + CUST
1 12.3C-C1.20 M fa
1C1B FUNERAL HIST + CUST
1 01.3C-C2.2C N fa








PREREC ALL CTHER REGENTS CF J'GRTUARY
SCI CURP NUST NEET
1 TC eE ARRANGED
280 FUNERAL SERVICE SEN C2.C CR
PREREC CCNCURRENT REGISTRATION IN
*NS 275
1 TC eE ARRANGED






235 PRINT THEC + PRACT
PREREC N21CA t B AND 23CA,B
1 12.30-C2.20 T TH
Retailing, Cooperative (*RET)
124 INTRC TC RETAILING
1 09. 30-10. 2C NTfaTF
176 PRCDLCT ANALYSIS
1 C8.3C-C9.2C N fa F
177A PRCDLCT INFC LAB
1 10. 30-12. 2C PTfaTFF
2C1A CC-CP faCRK E*P
1 TC EE ARRANGED





280 RETAIL CRED + CCL































1C1A TYPEfaPITING C3.C CR
1 08.30-09.20 MTfaTHF FI 121
1C1C TYPEfaPITING C3.C CR
1 06. 30-09. CO PM M fa FI 107
104A SFCRTHAND C6.C CR
1 12.30-02.20 NTfaTHF FI 121
107 FILING + DUPLICTG C3.C CR
PREREC 1Q1A CR CCNSENT CF AC\/ISER
1 10.30-11.20 MTfaTHF FI 102
2 03.30-04.20 KTfaTFF FI 1C2
3 06. 30-09. CC PM T TH FI 103
205A TYPEfaPITING C3.0 CR
1 03.30-04.20 MTfaTHF FI 107
214A CCCP SEC EXP C2.C TC C5.C CR
PREREC *SCR 104C
1 TC eE ARRANGED
Tool and Manufacturing Technology
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